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Ohio legislation provides protection, 
improved tenant/landlord relations 
By Roger K. Lowe 
Staff Reporter 
K the running water in your 
apartment sink suddenly starts 
running across the floor and your 
landlord leaves you to sink or swim, 
what can you do? 
It used to be that laws defining 
responsibilities of a landlord and 
tenant in a rental agreement were 
quite vague. 
However, a law developed in 1974 
by former Ohio Gov. John J. Gilligan 
has helped solve landlord-tenant 
problems in their early stages. 
UNDER THE LAW. which was 
considered landmark legislation by 
many state officials, a landlord has 
the responsibility to keep the 
structure in a safe and sanitary 
condition complying with state and 
local housing, health and safety 
codes. 
In general, a landlord must keep 
electrical, plumbing, sanitary, 
heating and ventilating units and 
appliances in working order. The 
landlord also must supply running 
water {but not across the floor), 
reasonable amounts of hot water 
and heat and must give tenants 
reasonable notice of his intent to 
enter the apartment for any reason. 
He must not harass the tenant with 
unreasonable or repeated demands 
of entry. 
Man«- complaints received by the 
University Student Consumer Union 
(SCU) involve landlord and tenant 
problems, according to Chairman 
Marcia A. Pastor. 
"NINETY PER CENT of our 
complaints are landlord-tenant 
problems," she said. Most com- 
plaints deal with security deposits, 
maintenance and repairs. 
Most landlords require a 
prospective tenant to pay a security 
deposit which is used to cover any 
unpaid rent or to repair any 
damages incurred by the tenant. 
After a tenant moves out. the 
landlord subtracts any past due rent 
from the deposit and the cost of 
tenant-incurred damages. The 
balance, with an  itemized list of 
subtractions, must be returned to 
the tenant within 30 days of the 
lease's termination. 
IF A TENANT provides the lan- 
dlord with a forwarding address and 
the security deposit is wrongfully 
withheld, the tenant may recover 
double the amount due the 
reasonable attorney fees, according 
to a pamphlet from the Ohio 
Department of Economic and 
Community Development. 
Pastor said the SCU last fall was 
deluged by students with complaints 
concerning security deposits from 
the year before. The rush has not yet 
come this year, she said, but added. 
"We're waiting." 
Tenants also have responsibilities 
under the law. The premises must be 
kept clean and sanitary and 
residents must not damage property 
beyond normal wear. Tenants must 
not disturb neighbors and must 
allow the landlord to inspect, repair 
and maintain the premises after 
receiving reasonable notice. 
IF A TENANT is under the im- 
pression that the landlord has not 
met his responsibilities under the 
law. he should send a written 
complaint to him. If nothing has 
been done after 30 days. Pastor said, 
the SCU advises the tenant t" it his 
rent payment in escrow • Munici- 
pal Court until   repairs are made. 
Landlords are proti'  '•• law 
from attempting to force rental 
payment    or    eviction    through 
shutting off utilities or services, 
locking out the tenant, gaining 
personal entry or threatening to use 
force for eviction purposes. 
TENANTS HAVE the respon- 
sibility to pay rent on time, maintain 
the rental unit properly and fulfill 
their obligations under the law. If a 
tenant does not meet these 
responsibilities, the landlord may 
terminate the rental agreement and 
take action to evict him. 
However, the landlord must first 
give adequate notice to the tenant 
about the problem and allow him 30 
days to improve the situation. 
"A lot of time it's Just a misun- 
derstanding between the two parties 
involved," Pastor said. 
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Ad hoc panel deliberates 
University Police policie 
By Julie Rolln 
Staff Reporter 
The ad hoc panel reviewing the 
University police begins 
deliberations today, after concluding 
its investigation into the depart- 
ment's policies and procedures. 
Sparked by allegations from the 
Black Student Union (BSU) that 
police officers harass students, the 
panel was formed last spring by the 
board of Trustees. 
Twenty witnesses, including 
representatives of the police 
department, administration and 
student organizations testified before 
the panel during its 15 closed 
mc'f 
University 
for first co 
When that first blast of cold air 
sweeps down from Canada, the 
University will be prepared, ac- 
cording to Norman H. Beddell. 
director of technical support ser- 
vices. 
"Within a couple of weeks, we will 
have a nine month supolv of toal 
stockpiled." Bedell sau! The coal, 
from southern Ohio labWnp -stored in 
case of a coal miner strik". Bedell 
explained. 
At $26 a ton. the Ohio coal is low in 
price but high in ash and sulfur 
content. 
UNFORTUNATELY, the low- 
priced coal has created problems, 
mainly with the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA). 
Burning this type of coal leads to 
DESPITE PLEAS from BSU that 
hearings be open to the press, the 
panel voted to close them because it 
was discussing personnel matters. 
Another panel vote prevents any 
panel member, except Chairman M. 
Shad Hanna, from making 
statements to the media. 
Hanna said the panel may decide to 
interview additional witnesses, but 
that everyone who requested time 
anl whom the panel requested to 
appear has testified. 
"IT HASN'T BEEN a side' thing. 
It's been a sounding board," he said. 
"If they had something to say-good. 
is prepared 
Id weather 
bad or indifferent-they told it to us. 
We just threw the door open." 
The tone was not one of students 
against the police, Hanna added. 
"Some police officers agreed with 
the students and some BSU members 
agreed with the police," he said. 
HANNA SAID BSU and the police 
gave an equal amount of testimony 
and misunderstandings were evident 
on the part of both groups, he added 
"I'm satisfied that the panel has 
been more than loyal to the cause in 
putting forth the time," he said. 
to page 3 
high emissions of particulate matter, 
according to Bedell. Of five boilers at 
the University heating plant, only 
two meet EPA standards. 
Although coal and steam heat are 
the main sources of heat at the 
University, natural gas still is in use 
in some residence halls. 
NATURAL GAS is less expensive 
than coal but its availability is 
questionable, according to Bedell. 
"Last year we overused our 
allocation which led to many 
problems," he said. 
Fuel oil and propane, although 
more expensive, are more readily 
available than natural gas. Bedell 
said. 
This availability question has led 
the  University  into  a  conversion 
process in many building, he said. 
OTHER STEPS being taken in 
preparation for winter include the 
replacement of roof insulation for 
Hodgers and Founders Quads and 
l 'n mt and Memorial Halls. 
"The old insulation has just worn 
out," Bedell said. "Replacing it 
should help us with fuel costs." 
Regardless of the type of 
energy—coal, steam or natural 
gas—is used, the University probably 
will experience fewer problems this 
winter than last. 
"Hopefully, we'll be able to come 
through this winter without any 
classes or dorms being affected by 
the weather," Bedell said. 
Miss Ohio - Joan P. Gilger 
New Miss Ohio 
Former Miss BGSU accepts state title 
Newspholos bv Larry Kayser 
WITH THE ADVENT of what may possibly be another 
long, cold winter, Cliff D. Lehman and Louis M. 
Konrad work on a 100,000 pound boiler at the Univer- 
sity Physical Plant. The University has been buying 
coal for the winter in advance to build up a supply for 
the cold weather. 
ByKathKruse 
Staff Reporter 
It never rained on her parade. 
And now, she is reigning over all the 
women of Ohio. 
Barely more than a week has passed 
since Joan P. Gilger, formerly Miss 
BGSU, was working as a 
photographer's assistant in her home 
town, Mansfield. 
"I was the only one at the studio when 
I got the phone call asking me to accept 
the Miss Ohio title," Joan explained. 
"ALL I COULD see were pictures 
plastered to the walls. It was just like 
all the faces were following me around 
the room, so I started bowing and said, 
'thank you, thank you.' Then I decided 
that was enough and went back to 
work." 
Although Joan's "big moment" was 
rather anti-climactic, the new queen's 
business manager wasted no time 
filling up her engagement calendar. 
With a 10-day whirlwind of in- 
terviews, photo sessions and public 
appearances behind her, and months of 
the same ahead, Joan said she is 
growing accustomed to the duties 
bequeathed her by the former Miss 
Ohio, Susan Perkins. 
Susan relinquished her state title for 
that of Miss America at the annual 
pageant in Atlantic City, on Sept. 10. 
"THERE WERE 150 of us in the 
delegation supporting Susan at the 
pageant, but when she won, I'm sure it 
never occurred to any of us that I would 
become the next Miss Ohio," Joan 
smiled. 
"After all, I was the fourth runner-up 
in the state. None of the other runners- 
up went to Atlantic City, so I had no 
idea all three of the girls ahead of me 
would turn it down." 
According to Joan, the three runners- 
up hope to compete for the national title 
again in 1978, and in order to do so, they 
could not hold the 1977 Miss Ohio crown. 
A firm believer in destiny's power, 
Joan said she feels this year has been 
offered to her as a chance to take ad- 
vantage of new opportunities. 
"I came back to school because my 
education is very important to me, and 
I wanted to finish my degree before I let 
other offers steer me away," she said. 
JOAN IS A senior physical education 
major, whose talent presentation on the 
trampoline won a special award at the 
state pageant a year ago. 
"I know that physical fitness is im- 
portant to me, and I dearly love 
working with children, but if I don't end 
up being a P.E. teacher, I will have so 
many other options open to me because 
of my year as Miss Ohio," she said. 
Sacrificing her active role in various 
campus organizations has been a dif- 
ficult but necessary step for Joan to 
take, but she is committed to her 
obligation as a "goodwill ambassador" 
representing the ideal woman. 
"I really feel as though I'm an 
example of 'the all-American girl',"she 
said, "although it's so much more than 
that." 
And as far as Joan is concerned, 
proponents of women's liberation have 
no reason to object to her efforts. 
"I'M DOING WHAT I want to do; 
what I believe in. That's what women's 
liberation is supposed to be all about, 
isn't it?" 
For the optimistic Miss Ohio, destiny 
has been a benevolent guide: not only 
has it granted her a year to fulfill her 
very special dream, but it has blessed 
her pageant career with an un- 
precedented record. 
"Whenever I appear outdoors, even if 
it's been raining, I've always had clear 
weather." She flashed a smile. Even 
Mother Nature cannot compete* with 
that. 
opinion 'judgment is founded on truth...' 
homecoming revival     9uest columnist 
This year's return of the traditional Homecoming seems to be just what 
the University students ordered. 
According to a survey given to all campus organizations last spring, a 
large majority of the representatives of those organizations responded 
favorably. Mark A. Davis. Homecoming committee chairman, said of 
the 90 per cent who answered the survey. 90 percent agreed that the 
return to tradition might be a good Idea. 
Of course, It would be absurd to return to the "rah.rah" days of bobby 
socks and saddle shoes when every girl dreamed of being Homecoming 
queen and little else. 
And when the University used to elect a Homecoming queen, a few 
problems arose. Several men vied for the throne and a large part of the 
University community thought the election was a farce. 
But Davis suggested the alternative that Is used at other schools and 
universities -- that a king and a queen be elected. 
But for those students who can*t take what they see as the " saccharin 
sweetness" of homecoming royalty, there are some good events and 
performers scheduled. 
Bob Hope's Collegiate Talent Search Contest should be a success, 
even though Homecoming's promoters. Student Government 
Organization, the Union Activities Organization, the Alumni Association 
and Student Activities have not made it clear that Bob Hope will not 
appear. 
And UAO probably made a good choice for a concert in the smooth 
sounds of George Bensen. ' 
One event that may bomb is the Homecoming parade. Davis said no 
floats have been built and he has not even gotten a promise from a band 
to play. A parade without a band or floats isn't worth much. 
But give homecoming a try this year. A 90 per cent approval among 
student groups means that somebody cares about it. And one weekend of 
"rah. i .ihs" shouldn't hurt anyone. 
no nuclear sales 
Yesterday. 15 nations that export nuclear fuels or nuclear technology 
agreed on new rules intended to prevent use of the resources to make 
bombs. 
The agreement, made at the end of a Nuclear Suppliers Group con- 
ference, is still subject to approval by the governing bodies of those 
nations, which include the U.S., Canada, Japan, the Soviet Union and 
11 other European states. 
This agreement, although it would be hard to enforce, should be 
pursued by the leaders of those nations. In addition, other nations ex- 
porting nuclear materials, especially South Africa (which is a leading 
exporter of uranium), should be persuaded to sign the agreement. 
The proliferation of nuclear fuels should be slowed and this agreement 
would be a start. 
he transferee!, we want the $771 
let's hear from you 
Pie News vtcli nmes opinion from (Is reader* i» Ihr form ol letters to 
llir editor whieh nimmenl on pnblishcrl columns, editorial polii y or any 
ather lap* al lateral. 
All It-Hi-- s should ho typewritten and triple spared. Thr> must he 
sinned anil Ike author's niklrcss anil phone lumber mil- I he ineluiled lor 
vinlii ation. 
Letters ran be sent to: Letters In the r.ditoi. The B(i News, 106 
UiHverMt)   tall. 
The News resrrxos the ri'^ht In rc|cct anil letters or portions ol letters 
il lhe> are deemed in hail taste or malieioiis. No personal allaeks or 
luiiui^eaMii ', till IH- puhlishril. 
Headers v>lablllR la submit guesl eulunins should fallow a similiar 
(Noel ilure 
by Mrs. Marie Reichcl Kutz 
Enclosed Is a copy of a letter to Cong. 
Applegate which to print in your 
column. Some of the faculty and 
students may wonder whv Kyle 
Scott Kutz is not returning 
to BG and this should explain it and 
we hope il doesn't happen to anyone 
else in the future. 
Dear Congressman Applegate, 
In your leter dated May H), 1977 to 
our son, Kyle Scott Kutz, you 
congratulated him on being named to 
the Honor's List for the Winter 
Quarter at Bowling Green State 
University, 
You also slated we should let you 
know if you could be of assistance in 
the future & now, as Kyle Scott's 
mother, I'm asking for assistance in 
getting a total refund of $771.00 from 
BGSU. 
IT ALL began last May 1977 when 
we sent In $100.00 to reserve a room 
for our son for Fall Quarter. 
We received a letter on Sept. 2nd 
stating that his housing had been 
cancelled because his payment of 
$356.00 had not been paid by Aug. 
25th. 
This was from the housing dept. 
Our billing, dated Aug. 22nd stated 
"room & meals, instructional fee & 
general fee totaling $671.00" was 
payable by Sept. 7th. Our check was 
sent in on Aug. 29th which should 
have arrived long before Sept. 7th & 
since we have our cancelled check 
(received by us on Sept. 20th) in- 
dicates this is true. 
When we received the letter 
cancelling his housing we made the 7 
hr. round trip from Dover O. to 
Bowling Green to look further into 
the matter on 9-16-77. 
We did not get a satisfactory an- 
swer from two employees in the 
Bursar's office about the billing. 
Why, if his housing was cancelled, 
did they list it on our bill & state 
"payable by Sept. 7th & if it was 
cancelled Aug. 25th, why was the bill 
dated Aug. 22nd which left the 23rd & 
24th for mailing & the 25th (one day) 
for us to get our check back to them 
which is physically impossible. 
THE YOUNG man in Bursar's 
office said "the computer did it" but 
it takes a human being to work the 
computer lc now we want our $771.00 
returned since Kyle Scott is not now 
nothing was available (vacancies 
filled) or else was beyond our 
means. 
3. In a phone conversation (9-12-77) 
with the Bursar's office we were 
told there were 30 other people in 
the same situation as our son-that 
'By taking our $100 In May in more or less of o 
threatening way seems to me to be unconstitutional. 
attending B.G. 
A few other points I would like to 
make are: 
1. We have always paid our bills & 
any auto registration, materials 
fees, etc. have always been paid. 
This n leans a high credit rating in 
the real world but the computer 
wouldn't understand that. 
2. We tried to look for other housing 
in the city olf Bowling Green but 
means by them paying $100.00 in 
May the school made a tidy profid 
of $3000.00 not to mention the in- 
terest they niade from May to Sept. 
(5mos.) 
4. By taking our $100.00 in May 
more or less of a threatening wa'y 
seems to me to be unconstitutional 
especially since we received no 
goods or services for the money. 
5. We have 7 children-4 of which 
are presently working toward 
college degrees while holding down 
jobs—I is a student in Radiology at 
Union Hospital, and 8th grader & a 
3 yr. old here at home who n.ade 
the 7 hr. round trip to B.G. 
ANY HELP YOU CAN give us in 
getting our refund of $771.00 will be 
greatly appreciated 
1
 Gratefully, 
Mrs. Marie ReichelKutz 
835 E. 5thSt. 
Dover, 0.44622 
(364-5781) 
Mrs. Marie Kelt-he I Kutz Is a News 
Guest Columnist. She Is Kyle Scott 
Kutz's mother. 
Editor's Note: Mike Suddendori, freshman art 
student. Is the News' new editorial cartoonist. His 
cartoons about Important campus issues will appear 
regularly on this page. 
speaking out 
watching your tax dollars fix up the joint XiGllcrs 
While working in an information 
booth in the Administration building 
two days before classes began, I 
noticed a comotion the Registrar's 
office. People were crowded in lines 
weaving around paint buckets and 
drop cloths. 
In the midst of the throng, four men 
in white overalls were spreading pale 
green colored paint on the walls. I 
recognized one of them as a friend. 
Bill Sigsbey and approached 
him. 
After the usual greetings, I asked 
him what he had been doing since he 
received his bachelors degree from 
the University two years ago. 
"Well, after about six months of 
looking for a job, the University gave 
me this," he said. "You know, all but 
two in the Psychology department 
my year got jobs within 6-7 months. 
Isn't that great?" 
"Great," I replied, wiping some 
paint from my shoe. I asked him 
why. during the busiest week of the 
quarter for the Registrar, were four 
men painting the off ice. 
"It's part of a new strategy at the 
University. We want to show students 
how their dollars are working for 
them. So we're working where ever 
we know students are going to be." 
"Don't you think they might be 
upset, rather than impressed with 
your work, If they have to walk 
around you?" 
"Heck no," he replied. "They 
expect it. No one told them college Is 
a piece of cake." 
I asked whether he had any similar 
projects planned. 
"Oh sure," he said. "In fact, 
they're in the middle of some now. Of 
course Moseley is the biggest 
project, I mean, that's all out. We've 
kicked everyone out for the quarter 
and didn't tell anyone where to go for 
classes  until  the  day  before  the 
Gmtmft 
mYmm<&r\\s(mmmi,iv(m£sw,. 
quarter started." 
"Now, they're telling you where to 
go," I mumbled. 
He continued. "That way, 
everyone rather than Just the 
students who had classes there, knew 
that Moseley Hall was being ex- 
tensively renovated. 
"And, again, they see their 'ee and 
lax money at work." 
I wonder whether that was the best 
way to draw attention. 
"I must admit that I don't think it 
was the best way to do things," he 
said. "If I had done it, I would have 
worked on just one half of the 
building at a time. That way, classes 
are held in the other half, and 
students can't help but notice the 
work." 
WHAT OTHER projects are 
planned, I asked. 
"We're going to work a little 
overtime and paint Commons 
cafeteria, but only during 4-7 p.m. 
when supper lines are open," he said. 
"And we're going to wax the floor of 
the Grand Ballroom on October 9." 
"Why then," I asked. 
"That's when that Martin guy is 
coming for a concert, get It?", I 
nodded. 
"AND FOR our crowning 
achievement, you'U never guess 
when we're going to cut the grass on 
the football field during the 
Homecoming weekend." 
"Just before the game?" I 
suggested. 
"No, half time," 
Before I left, I asked Bill why, after 
spending four years studying 
psychology, he settled for the job he 
did. 
"Don't knock it," he said. "It's 
steady. And besides, I like working 
around people." 
Paul Llntern is the feature editor of 
the Newt. 
gte phones 
not installed 
The latest rage to hit the campus of 
Bowling Green this year is not disco in 
the Carnation Room. Nor is it streakers 
as in years past. 
Thanks to everyone's friend. General 
Telephone (GTE): our beautiful 
campus has been littered with bright 
orange phone booths at strategic 
locations. No doubt a good idea. In case 
of rape, call University Police to the 
rescue. 
But, these new phones are not without 
drawbacks. It seems that the phone 
booths are complete with a small 
shelter and clear plexiglass. Too bad 
they do not come with phones. 
General Telephone has done it again. 
Despite soaring rates and no doubt 
profits, GTE has seen fit to neglect the 
installation of phones in these outdoor 
booths. 
Well, GTE, what is the story? If you 
can niail my roomate a check for four 
cents as the remaining balance for last 
year's account, surely you can install 
the phones. 
Mark Sharp 
The BTi Hews 
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Day in Review 
•^ From Associated Pn%% Reports 
Armco Steel Corp. lays off   chairman Carney to meet 
600 at Middletown plant       witn Carter for stee, ta)k 
Armco Steel Corp. officials yesterday 
announced plans to terminate 600 jobs at 
its Middletown works by Oct. 1, "to 
preserve our remaining Jobs." 
"This is a very painful step in our turn- 
around program... some fine young people 
may be permanently lost to Armco and 
many useful services must be cut back, 
but these jobs must be eliminated to 
preserve our remaining jobs." C.G. 
Kramer said in a recorded message to all 
workers. 
Kramer described the move as "the first 
step in turning the plant to where it should 
be in importance to Armco." 
The plant, the company's largest, 
produces flat-rolled carbon steels for 
automotive appliances and construction 
markets. 
The news came while Mahoning Valley 
communities in northeastern Ohio were 
still recovering from the announcement of 
cutbacks by Youngstown Sheet & Tube, 
and U.S. Steel. 
The Armco cutbacks—which will affect 8 
per cent of the company's hourly work 
force in New Miami and Mid- 
dletown—have been technically termed 
layoffs, but the company said the reduc- 
tions would be permanent in an effort to 
restore the company's profitability. 
Armco said the layoffs could be the 
beginning of another reduction in the 7.000- 
person work force at the Middletown 
Works. 
Kramer said every hourly and salaried 
job "is being examined with an extra- 
critical eye." 
King Alcohol' deceives, 
WCTU ladies still claim 
"King Alcohol ... the drug that can 
deceive," the aging voices exclaim. The 
singing of the Minnesota Women's 
Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) 
ladies may not stir young hearts, but the 
handful at state WCTU centennial still 
decry the demon rum. 
"Oh, I hate to say it — you just got here 
and all — but we've declined so." said one 
member as the state chapter closed its 
100th anniversary observance Wednesday 
night. 
With an averagt age of over 65, the 56 
women who half-filled the Simpson 
Christian and Missionary Alliance Church 
pledged to carry on the fight against 
alcohol that the WCTU organized in 1874, 
adopting E.S. Johnson's son. "Save the 
Nation Beverage Alcohol Must Go" as 
their battle cry. 
The ladies were proud and strong as they 
sang: "A trumpet call to battle can be 
heard throughout our land. To save our 
nation from a sure defeat. And loudest is 
the call against King Alcohol. The drug 
that can deceive both small and great." 
But they realized they were fighting 
other problems too: widowhood, In- 
firmities of old age, terminal illness. 
"We are sad" said Frances Scovell 
Poston. 81, of Moose I^kc, who opened the 
meeting with a prayer. "When we think of 
so many fine Christian women who say 
they are too busy to pay attention to the 
worst evil that we have. They say they 
don't have time, or that they can't do 
anything about all the drinking and 
smoking. 
"But they have time to golf and to bowl. 
Sometimes they even have time to go to 
church. We wonder how much church goes 
home with them. Lord, we ask for patience 
with these women." 
Kentucky fire marshall's 
actions are 'Uncharacterist 
It was "completely uncharacteristic" of 
suspended Kentucky Fire Marshal Warren 
Southworth to be lax in enforcing building 
codes at Beverly Hills, according to a state 
senator who knew him. 
"He is an honest man. He knows what he 
is doing. He wants to do what he thinks is 
right," Sen. C. Tom Easterly, fD- 
Frankfort) said during a telephone In- 
terview Wednesday. 
"It must have been a powerful amount of 
political influence that kept him from 
doing the job. He's been there for 16 years. 
Outside of this affair, he's done a fine job." 
The May 28 fire at the southgate, Ky., 
club killed 164 persons. 
Easterly said he had previously warned 
Southworth about the dangerous con- 
ditions at the supper club at d was told 
political influence was keeping the agency 
from enforcing regulations at the club. 
"I told him it was over-crowded and that 
if a Ore broke out the people would be in 
bad shape," said Easterly, recalling a 
conversation in December 1976. 
"He said they knew it was a problem but 
that they were hampered from doing 
anything about it He said it was beyond 
his control to do anything about it at that 
time. 
' 'He said they knew it was a problem but 
that they were hampered from doing 
anything about it He said it was beyond 
his control to do anything about it at that 
time. 
"He said he had documents in his desk to 
protect himself if anything happened," 
Easterly said.  
Rep. Charles Carney (D-Ohio) newly- 
elected chairman of the Steel Caucus, will 
meet with President Carter next week to 
talk about industry layoffs that will idle 
about 5,600 persons in Ohio. 
An aide to the Ohio Democrat said the 
time for the meeting has not been 
finalized. 
About 70 members of Congress attended 
the meeting of the Stee. Caucus at which 
Carney was elected yesterday. 
Meanwhile. Rep. George O'Brien <R- 
III ) who is on the Steel Caucus executive 
committee, suggested four actions the 
President might take to assist the in- 
dustry: 
—Name a presidential task force to 
analyze the industry's problems and 
suggest actions that can be taken under 
existing or new legislation. 
—Continue existing limits on specialty 
steel imports instead of withdrawing 
import relief as the administration is 
considering. 
—Support pending legislation that would 
shorten the time in which the industry 
could use government-required pollution 
abatement equipment as tax write-off. 
—Encourage Robert Strauss, the U.S. 
trade negotiator, to insist that steel be 
treated separately in upcoming in- 
ternational trade talk. 
O'Brien also urged Treasury Secretary 
W. Michael Blumenthal to investigate 
claims by American steel companies that 
some foreign steelmakers are violating 
anti-dumping laws which set penalty 
duties on imported products sold at un- 
fairly low prices. 
Colorado farmers form 
caravan; demand prices 
A caravan of tractors, combines and 
farm trucks rolled across the highways of 
Colorado yesterday, driven by farmers 
pressing demands that the federal 
government guarantee them at least a 
break-even price for their crops. 
The farmers, loosely organized into a 
group called American Agriculture, 
headed here for a meeting with 
Agriculture Secretary Robert Bergland. 
who has held out little hope that their 
demands will be met 
Without favorable federal action, the 
farmers say they will stop producing and 
selling crops on Dec. 14. 
A dozen tractors were lined up around 
the runway at Pueblo Airport to await 
Berland's arrival and about 90 other farm 
vehicles—with Colorado, Kansas. 
Oklahoma and Texas license 
plates—assembled at a county fairground 
to make the trip to the airport. 
Car caravans and farm equipment 
decked with homemade signs were 
traveling toward Pueblo. "This is 
agriculture's profit" said the hand- 
lettered sign on the side of truck filled with 
manure. 
Bergland told a news conference in 
Denver earlier Wednesday that he would 
listen carefully to what the farmers had to 
say. but indicated that their demands 
would not be met. 
"I know there are people in serious 
trouble with wheat prices," he said, but he 
added that the wheat-price situation was 
very complicated. 
Carter natural gas 
plan axed by Senate 
■    In a major new setback to President 
c
  Carter's   energy  program,  the  Senate 
declined 52-46 yesterday night to scrap an 
industry-supported plan to deregulate new 
natural gas. 
The crucial test vote was a clear defeat 
for the President's proposal to continue 
federal price controls on gas and marked 
the latest in a series of blows his energy 
plan has been dealt by the Senate. 
It came despite a major, last-minute 
lobbying campaign by Carter and other 
top administration officials. 
Some administration allies prepared to 
mount a filibuster to keep the deeply 
divided Senate from approving the rival 
industry-backed measure, while others 
talked about the possibility of seeking a 
compromise with deregulatin forces. 
Republicans joined with oil-state 
Democrats in defeating the ad- 
ministration-backed effort to kill the 
deregulation measure 
Sponsored by Sens. James Pearson (R- 
Kan.) and Lloyd Bentsen (D-Tex), the 
proposal would substitute for the 
President's plan the immediate 
deregulation of newly produced onshore 
gas. 
Price limits would be slowly removed 
from offshore has over a five-year period 
under the proposal. 
Under Carter's plan, federal price 
controls would be retained but the $1.45 
per-thousand-cubic-foot lid would be in- 
creased to $1.75. The administration bill, 
approved by the House in August would 
also extend price controls to the now 
unregulated markets within gas-producing 
states. 
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Privacy Act lets student review records, 
withhold personal directory information 
By Jamie Plerman 
Staff Reporter 
By completing a simple 
form before Sept. 30, 
students have the right to 
review their records, and to 
withhold personal in- 
formation under the Family 
Educational Rights and 
Privac> Act of 1974. 
So far, 29 students have 
completed the form, which 
can be obtained in 305 
Student Sen-ices Bldg. 
According to Bobby G. 
Arrowsmith. assistant vice- 
provost of student affairs, 
information a student can 
withhold includes: name, 
local address and telephone 
number, home address and 
telephone number, parents' 
names, address and 
telephone number, class 
schedule, date and place of 
birth. 
INFORMATION ABOUT a 
students' major, class 
standing, participation in 
officially recognized sports 
and activities, height and 
weight  (athletes), dates of 
attendance at the Univer- 
sity, degrees and awards 
received, and the most 
recent previous educational 
institution attended also can 
be withheld. 
If a student does not 
request this information be 
withheld, the University has 
the right to make the 
directory information 
public. Arrowsmith said. 
However, even if a student 
does request the information 
be withheld, the University 
has the right under the law 
and University policy to 
release it under a number of 
circumstances, Arrowsmith 
said. 
THE INFORMATION can 
be released internally within 
University departments and 
offices if an acceptable need 
to know is identified, 
Arrowsmith said 
For example, if an 
emergency has occurred at a 
student's home and the 
University is contancted, the 
department contacted may 
request     the     student's 
schedule be released in order 
to locate the student and 
inform him of the 
emergency. 
Directory information can 
be released to other in- 
stitutions to which a student 
seeks to enroll. 
The information also can 
be released to authorized 
representatives of the 
government in connection 
with an audit of federally- 
supported programs, ac- 
crediting organizations and 
to appropriate parties in a 
health emergency to secure 
permission for treatment. 
PARENTS OF dependent 
students can request access 
to the information for tax 
deduction purposes. 
According to Arrowsmith. 
the University has 
established a standard of 
considering undergraduate 
students as dependents and 
graduate students as in- 
dependents, unless other- 
wise notified. 
Regardless if a student has 
signed a withholding form, 
anyone requesting directory 
information must identify 
the student by name, 
Arrowsmith said. 
FOR EXAMPLE, A firm 
wishing to do a survey of 25 
students from Columbus, 
must identify each of those 
students by name. 
Under the Privacy Act, 
students also have the right 
to inspect and review their 
educational records. 
Arrowsmith recommends 
students begin to do so by 
checking records in their 
academic departments, then 
their college offices. 
A REQUEST BY a student 
to inspect and review his 
records must be made in 
writing. The department 
must respond to the request 
within 10 days. 
No changes or deletions 
may be made during the 
process on inspection. 
The chief administrator of 
the  department  must  be 
present  while  the  student 
inspects his records. 
STUDENTS ALSO may 
obtain a copy of their records 
for the cost of reproduction, 
according to the Privacy 
Act. 
If a student wishes to 
amend his records, he must 
present the request in 
writing to the dean or 
department chairman, who 
will review the case. 
If the records are not 
amended, the student can 
request a hearing. 
University President Hollis 
A. Moore Jr. reviews each 
bearing. 
Arrowsmith said, "We've 
tried to adhere to the basic 
concepts of due process" by 
allowing the student an 
attorney or adviser and 
notification of the outcome of 
the hearing. 
This is the second year the 
Privacy Act has been in 
effect. last year, one person 
requested directory in- 
formation be withheld, 
Arrowsmith said. 
Panel 
from page I 
Asked if the panel found 
problems in the police 
department, Hanna said, "I 
can't imagine a police 
department that doesn't 
have some problems." 
saying the panel will make 
recommendations if it 
decides the problems are 
inexcusable. 
THE MEETINGS, he said, 
lasted more than four 
months due to the 
seriousness of the in- 
vestigation, the amount of 
material covered and 
unavailability of some 
witnesses during the sum- 
mer. 
The panel's formal con- 
sensus report and recom- 
mendations are scheduled 
for submission to the Board 
of Trustees Nov. 10, ac- 
cording to the vice president 
Richard A. Edwards. 
Edwards suid he expects 
"strong"   and   "complete" 
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recommendations, but 
Hanna declined to comment 
on them because the panel 
has not yet discussed what it 
might include in its report. 
Hanna said although 
minority reports may be 
written by panel members 
he does not expect any will 
be, adding. "You can't have 
a minority report until we 
decide what the majority 
report is." 
The panel, composed of 
two trustees, two faculty 
members, two ad- 
ministrators and two 
students will deliberate at 2 
p.m. today in the Board 
Room. Alumni Center. 
Policy for class absences changed; 
student must report to instructor 
Students wishing to have a class absence 
excused now are required to report to their 
course instructors rather than the Office of 
Standards and Procedures. 
The new policy was announced 
yesterday by Bobby G. Arrowsmith. 
assistant vice provost for student affairs. 
If a student and a professor cannot 
arrive at pn agreement, the student may 
appeal his case to the college dean. 
ONE REASON FOR the change is that 
the former procedure brought 1,100 
students a quarter to the Office of Stan- 
dards and Procedures, directed by Derek 
D. Dickinson. 
"Derek's office was absolutely swamped 
with requests for authorized absenses." 
Arrowsmith said. 
Dickinson said he just doesn't have the 
staff to continue to handle absence 
request 
"I WAS DEALING with all the students, 
but I had a full-time secretary and three 
administrators to assist me." Dickinson 
said. 
His staff has been cut to himself and a 
part-time secretary'. 
Dickinson, who handled absences for 
eight years, said the new policy will more 
evenly distribute the duties of authorizing 
absences and provide a convenience to 
students. 
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University Christian Ministries 
People Who Care 
Easter at United Christian Fellowship One of five campus facilities 
M 
.<•'• a •> * 
Folk mass at St. Thomas More 
11 v     ' y^. St. John's Episcopal Church 
—   East Wooster Street 
(across from Harshman Quadrangle) 
352-1987 
Father James Trautwein 
Sunday services at 8 and 10 a.m. 
Holy Days as announced 
Orthodox Christians can  reach 
Orthodox   clergy through the 
Episcopalian chaplain. 
University Lutheran 
Chapel 
1124 E. Wooster St. 
3523422 
The Rev. Larry Harris 
The Rev. Stan Eckermann 
SUNDAY WORSHIP at 10:30 a.m. 
r> 
St Thomas More 
University Parish 
425 Thurstin 
(across from McDonald Dorm) 
352-7555 
Campus Mail Box 87 
Rev. Richard T. Wurzcl. MA, STD 
Rev. James Bacik 
Sr. Theresa Milne. IHM. MA 
Sr-Sue Stickman. CDP 
EUCHARISTIC LITURGIES 
FOR SUNDAY   OBSERVANCE 
Saturday   at   4   p.m.   and   midnight 
Sunday at 9:30 and 10:45 a.m. and   1:15p.m. 
DAILY  LITU KG IKS 
Monday.  Wednesday.  Friday, 12:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, Thursday,     3:30 p.m. 
United Christian 
Fellowship 
313 Thurstin 
(at Ridge Street) 
352-7534 
Campus Mail Box 35 
Dr. Ross Miller 
The Rev. A. Eugene Keil 
SUNDAY WORSHIP at 11 a.m. 
UCF is a campus ministry of the American 
Baptist. Christian. Episcopalian, ALC and LCA 
Lutheran, United Church of Christ. United 
Methodist, United Presbyterian. USA. 
SILENT  COMMUNION 
Tuesdays,   10 p.m. and midnight 
MID-WEEK REFLECTIONS 
Wednesdays.   9:30-10 p.m. 
Active Christians 
Today 
603 Clough 
352-6486 
Campus Mall Box 38 
Rev. Bruce Mongomery 
(Church of Christ) 
SUNDAY WORSHIP 
10:30 a.m.. Alumni   Room, Union 
FELLOWSHIP   MEETING 
Tuesdays,    7   p.m. 
Alumni Room, Union 
Clown Theology 
IF<»<;;II Briefs 
Grant applications 
Deadline for filing applications for grants for graduate 
study abroad under the Fulbright-Hayes program is Oct. 
14. 
Most of the grants provide round-trip transportation, 
tuition and maintenance for one academic year, while 
others provide only international travel or a stipend in- 
tended as a partial grant-in-aid. 
Candidates must be U.S. citizens at the time of ap- 
plication, hold a bachelor's degree or its equivalent by the 
beginning date of the grant, posess language ability 
commensurate with the demands of the proposed study 
projects and good health. 
For further information, contact Thomas B. Cobb, 
Research Service Office, 120 McFall Center. 
Key supplement 
Persons who ordered a 197," Key may pick up its spring 
supplement from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday through 
Friday in the Key office. 310 Student Services Bldg. The 
supplement is free. 
Benson concert 
The ticket sales plan that worked well last spring for the 
Bob Seger concert will again be used next week for the 
George Benson concert, according to Ricci Iacoboni, 
performing arts chairman for the Union Activities 
Orgatu>atioa 
Iacoboni said tickets will be sold at the ticket booth at 
the information desk in the University Union beginning at 
9 a.m. next Wednesday. 
However, from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday in the Wayne Room. 
Union, persons wishing to buy tickets will be given a 
number and their names will be recorded. On Wed- 
nesday, when a ticket buyer reaches the ticket booth, the 
name should correspond to a specific number. If names 
and numbers do not correspond, that person will not be 
able to buy a ticket until later. 
He said the system was devised to prevent long lines of 
ticket buyers from forming outside the Union the night 
before tickets go on sale. 
Tickets are $6 reserved and $5 for general admission 
seats, respectively Students will be limited to two tickets 
per validation card. 
Career workshop 
Persons considering a career change are invited to 
attend a workshop Sept. 28 from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the 
Alumni Room, Union. 
Registration fee of $35 covers instructional materials 
and lunch. 
MarieHodge. assistant to the dean of the College of 
Business Administration, and Judith P. Wahrman, in- 
structor of management, will speak. 
For more information, contact the Office of Continuing 
Education. 
Champaigne brunch 
The University Alumni Chapter of Greater Toledo's 
seventh annual champagne brunch will be Oct. 8, prior to 
the football game with the University of Toledo. 
The buffet brunch will begin at 11:30 a.m. in the Grand 
Ballroom. Union and cost $6. 
BGSU, UT students share $100,000 
Friday, September a, 1177, The BG New. pu, 5 
Nine University students 
and seven University of 
Toledo students were 
recipients of more than 
$100,000 in Air Force ROTC 
scholarships at a Wednesday 
night ceremony. 
University   students 
receiving awards include 
Delbert C. Brashares, 
junior, awarded a two-year 
scholarship worth $4,625: 
Henry C. Brooks, freshman, 
awarded a four-year 
scholarship worth $8,500; 
John T. English, sophomore, 
awarded      a      two-vear 
scholarship worth $6,500, and 
Greg Fenton, sophomore, 
awarded a three-year 
scholarship worth $6,500. 
tarry C. Garvin, 
sophomore, received a three- 
year scholarship worth 
$6,500 and Samuel R. Hicks. 
junior, received a two-year 
scholarship worth $4,625. 
Peter R. Keck, sophomore, 
was awarded a three-year 
scholarship worth $6,500: 
Lonnie D. Lee, freshman, 
was awarded a four-year 
scholarship worth $9,000 and 
Kevin S. Ludwig, freshman. 
Campus Happy Hours to change 
format 
The traditional campus Happy Hours, 
sponsored by Union Activities Organization 
(UAO), will swing into gear this afternoon 
under a slightly different format. 
At 2 p.m., the Falcon's Nest, Union, will be 
cleared of all persons. Those who wish to 
continue talking or drinking coffee may move 
to the Cardinal Room. 
Happy Hours will run from 2:30-5:30 p.m. 
Students may enter only through the nor- 
thwest door of the Union, near the old location 
of the student co-op. As students enter. IDs 
will be checked and hands stamped. 
The lobby of the Union will be closed, 
although it will be possible to exit at that and 
all other doors. 
Because of fire regulations, there will be a 
limit to the number of persons allowed in the 
the Falcon's Nest and Cardinal Room. 
Deadline for November general 
election registration is Oct. 17 
Students must register 
before Oct. 17 if they plan to 
vote in the Nov. 8 general 
election. 
Students may register at 
305 Student Services Bldg. or 
at the Wood County Board of 
Elections in the courthouse. 
"We are having 
registration at the Student 
Services   Building   as   a 
convenience for the 
student." Marion Karas. 
campus representative for 
voter registration, said. 
"WE AISO have absentee 
voter applications for 
students who want to vote in 
their local elections." Karas 
said. 
A spokesman for the Wood 
County Board of Elections 
said the deadline for ab- 
sentee voter registration is 
Nov. 5, but suggested 
students mail applications as 
soon as possible. 
Anyone over the age of 18 
who has been a citizen of 
Ohio for 30 days is eligible to 
vote. 
School Representatives tape 
'critical approach' 
Clarification 
In Wednesday's News the Student Services should have 
been included as one of the buildings paid for by $7.5 
million bonds issued in 1967. 
$6.6 million bonds were issued for the new recreation 
center. 
COLUMBUS (API-Some 
legislators say they will take 
a critical approach Sept. 27 
when leaders of financially 
troubled school districts 
come to them for help. 
Representatives of a dozen 
or more school districts are 
expected to attend meetings 
arranged by Sen. Sam Speck 
(R-New Concord) with 
members of House and 
Senate finance and 
education committees, the 
Education Review Com- 
mittee and the state Con- 
trolling Board. 
One committeeman who 
asked not to be named said 
legislators are concerned 
about local school support 
through property taxes. A 
state aid program rewards 
districts that are producing 
up to 30 mills in local school 
taxes. That equals $30 per 
$1,000 of real property 
valuations 
'THE FIRST thing we are 
going to ask is 'what is your 
local millage,' and if it is less 
than 30 mills we are going to 
tell them to go do their 
homework first," the 
legislator said. 
Mary Carson of New 
Matamoras, a board 
member with Frontier IxK'al 
School District in 
Washington County, is 
organizing districts in 
financial trouble to make a 
united appeal to the state for 
help. Her district, with 1,500 
students, is among 13 that 
have been certified for early 
closing for lack of funds. 
She asked Speck to 
arrange the meeting with 
legislators. 
i THINK he is having a 
very poor response from the 
legislative leaders," she 
said. "But if we can't see 
them, if they don't appear, 
we are going to try to go 
direct to the legislature or 
the governor. 
"I just feel if our people 
from all over the state are 
that affected, we will find 
somebody to listen to us." 
Local and state education 
officials  alternately  blame 
the problem on voter 
rejection and the legislature 
requiring school programs 
without funding them. 
AT LEAST 43 of the 617 
districts in Ohio have in- 
dicated they will run out of 
money and have to close 
before Christmas. 
The state auditor's office 
says 13 districts have been 
certified to State School 
Supt. Frank Walter as 
lacking- money to complete 
the school year. Those 13 
have 113.000 of Ohio's 2.1 
million public school 
students, including 55,700 in 
Toledo where schools will 
close Oct. 13. 
Toledo schools will hold 
only 27 classroom days this 
fall. They closed for a 
shorter period a year ago 
and voters there have 
rejected four school tax 
levies in the last four years. 
Cleveland schools, with 
nearly 100,000 students, face 
a $19.8 million deficit and 
officials say they may close 
well ahead of Christmas. 
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was   awarded  a  four-year 
scholarship worth $8,900. 
Criteria for the awards 
included a recommendation 
from the departmental Air 
Force ROTC Hoard to the 
national board in Maxwell, 
Ala., a high accumulative 
grade point average, high 
The BG News needs 
volunteer writers 
and copyeditors. 
See Vicki Sifford, 
106 University Hall, 
372-2003. 
college entrance and Air 
Force admission teat acores, 
extra-curricular activities 
and participation in 
AFROTC. 
About 4,000 AFROTC 
scholarships are awarded 
nationally. 
Pep rally 
scheduled 
tonight 
The old Freddie Falcon, 
and the current feathered 
edition will lead a pep rally 
in front of the steps of 
Williams Hall tonight, 
beginning at 7:30. 
The alleged, current 
Freddie Falcon called the 
News's sports desk last night 
and urged the students' 
complete participation. 
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sale! hair stylers and more 
now at Lasalle's 
A special sale for women and men on the go. 
Here's a whole assortment ot modern grooming appliances that will 
help you get ready when you're in a  hurry. 
All   at   Lasalle's   low   prices....most are even on sale! 
\ r 
12.99 
Clairol  professional nail care kit* 
TM 
NailWorks     with fingernail  filing 
head,   toenail   head, buffing head and 
callous head.    Battery operated.   For 
one-way  professional filing and shaping. 
sale 19.99 
Norelco 1200 watt compact 
styler
* TM Reg. 24.99.   Gotcha  Gun 
pistol-grip hair dryer folds...take it anywhere. 
Handle clicks into a free standing position. 
3 temperature settings. 
new Afromatic hair styler 
Designed to style, straighten, 
"blowout" and curl all types, 
lengths and textures of 
hair...from coarse kinky to 
chemically straigtened hair. 
sale 18.99 
Clairol 20-roller hairsetter * 
Reg. 23.99    Has   exclusive 
Kindness   rollers  that  stay 
warm longer for longer lasting 
curls without  tangling. 
Lightweight,   compact,  por- 
table. 
sale 14.99 
.® 
Clairol Crazy Curl   styling wand* 
Reg. 18.99 Twirl a curl in 
seconds, with or without steam. 
Push-button steam system, 
long 8 ft. swivel cord. No-stick 
coating. Ready dot. 
sale 14.99 
save on Clairol's 
lighted mirror * 
Reg. $18. 11-7-8x1112" mirror 
rotates 360 degrees, regular 
and magnifying sides. Sits on 
table, hangs on wall, folds 
flat. Glare-fog free. 
5.99 
Dazey stick hair curling wand * 
Curl your hair in a hurry 
without rollers. Use dry or 
dampen your hair for longer 
lasting curls. Blue and white. 
Super value at 5.99. 
sale 14.99 
® • Conair 1000 watt hair dryer 
Reg. 19.99. The kind preferred 
by professionals. 1000 watts 
backed by extra-velocity air for 
fast drying. 2 temperature 
settings. Lightweight. 
/     s. 
12.99 
® Clairol facial Skin Machine   * 
Battery powered facial brush 
cleans your face like nothing 
else; leaves skin fresh and 
alive. Comes with Fostex® 
Pf This product is covered by a warranty. For a free copy of I 
the warranty, write to: Lasalle's Warranty, 513 Adams St., I 
_T
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BASF 
SPECIAL OFFER 
PERFORMANCE SERIES 
BASF 
PERFORMANCE SERIES 
Great Back-to-school 
Tape Bonanza! 
■ ■ ■  • 
BASF 
BUYONE...GET2nd 
AT HALF PRICE 
Cassette tape decks and portable tape recorders 
Plus 1/2 price special on blank cassette tapes 
All at Lasalle's low, extra-value prices 
Ask us about Lasalle's convenient credit terms 
C.    for   4.57*7   (while  quan»itieS   last) 
BASF 90-minute cassette tapes *• 
29.88 
Sanyo cassette tape recorder** 
Special offer. Buy one BASF 90- 
minute performance series 
cassette tape at regular price, 
get second one at V2 price. 
Special for 8 track, too. 
Portable operates on batteries 
or AC current. Automatic 
record level control, built-in 
microphone, auto-stop. 
Excellent value. NO.M1540A. 
. 
Supre-Macy cassette tape deck 
Plays and records. Twin record 
meters, digital tape counter, 
Cr02 switch, fast forward, 
rewind, front load. Our own 
brand No. 138R. 
•• 
. 
\ \ I 
sale 79.95 
save $20! Sanyo cassette deck** 
Reg. 99.95. Top load cassette 
player-recorder. 2 VU meters, 
easy keyboard operation, 
digital   tape   counter,   tape 
equalizer. Save. No. 4135. 
Sankyo     portable     cassette** 
recorder 
Ruggedly built. Has digital 
tape counter,: built in condensor 
microphone, automatic record 
leveling. Battery, AC or ex- 
ternal DC power. No.ST-40. 
54.88 ^^ 
Sanyo radio/cassette combination** 
AAA-FAA radio plus cassette 
tape recorder. Built-in con- 
densor microphone, automatic 
shut off, automatic record 
leveling. Battery or AC. No. 
STR100. 
\   /" 
49.95 
Sankyo radio/cassette combination* 
AAA-FAA plus cassette portable 
records from radio or "live" 
through built-in condensor 
microphone. Continuous tone 
control. Battery-AC. No. AA2406. 
flk .v mB& ,\ 
\ S 4), 4P 
49.95 
Panasonic cassette tape recorder** 
Popular mo,del from LTD 
series.   Separate   tone   and 
controls, digital tape 
built-in   microphone. 
3V2"    speaker.    No. 
>     <. 
volume 
counter, 
Large 
RQ312S. 
$225 
Pioneer cassette deck with dolby 
Dolby eliminates unwanted 
noise. 3-step bias-equalizer, full 
auto-stop, electronic muting. 
Twin meters for proper 
recording. No. CT-F4242. 
•• 
r ^T This product is covered by a warranty. For a (ret copy of the  I warranty, write: Lasalle's Warranty, 5U Adams St., Toledo,! mwh I 
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IF YOU'RE DEAD-SET 
AGAINST A 
KNUCKLE-BUSTER; 
SEE ARTCARVED'S 
NEW FASHION 
COLLECTION. 
NEW FOR MEN. We're introducing three Fashion College Rings 
tor men tli.it make «i new <ollege jewelry statement. 
They're bold, i ontemporary designs th.it go with today's lifestyles. 
NEW FOR WOMEN. We're introducing tferee new 
Fashion (ollege Kings lor women to give von .1 choice 0< ten. 
They're feminine, smaller in sc ale, contemporary 
designs that go with the kind of clothes you wear today. 
*RS. Knuckle-busters are our 
thing, too. We've got one of the biggest 
selections of traditional oval rings 
and we love them. If tradition is your 
way, see our collection. 
COME 
TO 
/IRTCTIRVED RING DAY 
That's when the ArtCarved representative will lx^ here 
to help you select your ring. You can charge your ArtCarved ring 
on Master Charge or BankAmericard. 
University 
Bookstore 
Student Services Building 
September 26th - 27th 
10 A.M.-4 P.M. 
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Newsphoto by Jody Tuli 
Loco/ teacher presents 'fugue' show 
Students will have the chance to musically enter the 
18th century when Dr. Vernon Wolcott, College of Musical 
Arts organ instructor, presents Johann Sebastian Bach's 
"The Art of Fugue." tonight at 8 in Recital Hall of the 
College of Musical Arts. 
The concert, which opens the performance season at the 
college, is free and open to the public. 
The work, nearly an hour in length, never was com- 
pleted. Bach died in 1750, leaving the ending up to his 
students. 
According to Wolcott. the work originally was intended 
to show his students many techniques and variations 
possible in creating fugues. In demonstrating that. Bach 
used one theme throughout the entire composition, 
challenging the listener to follow it. 
Wolcott, who said his interest in the organ began when 
he was 13 years old, earned his bachelors degree from the 
Curtis Institute of Fine Arts, a masters degree from Union 
Seminary and his PhD at the University of Michigan. 
He teaches all University classes related to the organ 
including literature, history and techniques. 
Vance, Gromyko resume SALT talks 
WASHINGTON (AP)— 
The U.S. and the 
Soviet Union resumed 
Strategic Arms Limitation 
Talks (SALT) yesterday, and 
Secretary of State Cyrus R. 
Vance said it is likely the two 
sides will be,unable to reach 
an agreement to replace the 
expireing SALT I treaty. 
"The main issues are still 
unresolved," Vance told 
reporters after a five-hour 
meeting with Soviet Foreign 
Minister Andrei Gromyko at 
the State Department. 
The expiration date of 
SALT I is 11 days away—Oct. 
3. It has raised legal and 
political questions about 
what will happen if the two 
countries fail to reach a new 
SALT agreement. 
"I BF.I.IK.VF. it is possible 
for us to state an intention 
with respect to what we shall 
do in the event there is an 
expiration of Oct. 3," Vance 
said. 
Officials have said the two 
sides probably will agree 
informally to extend SALT I, 
which imposes limits on 
land-based and submarine- 
launched intercontinental 
ballistic missiles. 
THIS IS the third time this 
year Vance and Gromyko 
have met on the arms 
limitation issue. On both 
previous    occasions—in 
Moscow last March and in 
Geneva in May—Gromyko 
accused the U.S. of at- 
tempting to seek unilateral 
advantage. 
According to officials, 
there are four main issues 
separating the two countries. 
They are: 
—SOVIET insistence on 
limits on the U.S. cruise 
missile, which is similar to 
an unmanned jet plane with 
a nuclear warhead. 
—U.S. insistence on 
limitations on the SS-18. a 
large heavy missile. 
-U.S. efforts to limit 
longrange use of the Soviet 
Backfire Bomber. 
—Procedures for verifying 
compliance with any 
agreement that may be 
reached. 
************************************ 
PRIVATE 
PILOT 
has 1975 
Cessna 
Airplane - You can be in 
for $9.00 / hour with me 
and my plane. 
Interested? Call 352-4121 
(EXCELLENT  OPPORTUNITY 
FOR   PHOTOGRAPHER). 
BRING THIS AD IN 
FOR1 VISIT I 
GET YOUR 
SHAPE BACK 
INTO SHAPE! 
TRY OUR 
EXERCISE 
PROGRAM. . . 
IT'S FUN! 
fitness 
U/Oflfl "Fitness is Forever, sc 
■ *    ■ make Life Worth 
health        LMn9!" 
spa ..••••••«.......... 
Hours: 
7th and High 
r»        «. s-. fTlori.-Fri. - 9 am-lO pm 
Bowling Green, Sat. - n am to 4 pm 
Sufi. - 1 pm to 4 pm(ln season) 
Phone:     352-3778       Wom«nOrty-r'1°'^w«*-Frt-,5tol2 
HOMECOMING 
QUEEN & KING 
NOMINATIONS AVAILABLE!! I 
Applications for BGSU's 1977 King & Queen Election may be picked * 
up and returned to 405 Student Services. All forms must be returned * 
by Friday, Oct. 7 and are limited to Seniors.  Nominations may be % 
filed by another party or by a supporting organization. * 
Lets get psyched for     HOMECOMING 1977!! * 
^^^^^r^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^lr^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^.^ 
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University modifies buildings to aid handicapped 
By Kristi Hearts 
Modifications have been started and MM have ban 
completed to make buildings on campus more accessible to 
handicapped students, according to Janet Scott Bay, 
Director of the Resource Center for students with 
disabilities. 
Scott Bey laid that during the jummer 10 buildings on 
campus were scheduled for modifications but became of 
other priorities and architectural and maintenance dif- 
ficulties, only two were finished The other eight are started 
"to a degree," Scott Bey added. 
A ramp was Installed in Overman Hall and 
restrooms were modified in the Fine Art* Building, she said. 
FUNDING FOR the projects, Scott Bey explained, is 
available through the Ohio Board of Regents which provides 
all state schools with a percentage of its allocation from the 
state to remove barriers to the handicapped. 
The University received about 182,500 which was spent to 
add ramps to Moseley Hall, Commons Dining Hall and the 
University Union, Restrooms were modified in the Com- 
muter Center and telephones and drinking fountains were 
lowered In the Student Services and Math-Science buildings. 
The Architectural Barriers Committee (ABC), established 
in April, 1975, composed of faculty, staff and students, meets 
once a month to review plans for changes.Scott Bey said. 
"We tried to center on educational buildings first," she 
Carter searches for replacement 
budget director 
WAHINGTON (AP)-Bert 
Lance returned to Georgia 
as a private citizen 
yesterday, still facing large 
debts, government in- 
vestigations and an un- 
certain future. 
The former budget 
director and his wife flew 
from Washington's National 
Airport to his hometown of 
Calhoun, da., on a private 
Plane that he rented himself. 
"You know I've got to 
come back* to Georgia," he 
told Atlanta radio station 
WSB by telephone before his 
departure. "That's where 
our home is." 
LANCE, WHO resigned 
Wednesday after eight 
months and one day as 
President Carter's budget 
director, said he plans to 
"get a little rest" but has 
made no decision yet about 
any other job. 
"We'll take that as we 
have been taking things - one 
day at a time," Lance said 
In Atlanta, John Stembler. 
chairman of the board of the 
National Bank of Georgia 
(NBG) which Lance ran 
until last January, said, 
"Bert can have the Job of 
chairman if he wants it 
tomorrow." 
LANCE MET with his 
attorney, Clark Clifford, 
before leaving Washington. 
He did not go to the Office of 
Management and Budget's 
(OMB) offices but an OMB 
aide said Lance would return 
to the capital Monday to host 
a reception for the budget 
and White House staffs. 
Four federal agencies are 
still investigating Lance's 
banking and personal 
financial affairs prior to his 
appointment to head OMB. 
The head of Georgia's 
Bank Department, Jack 
Dunn, said several questions 
about Lance's banking 
practices would have to be 
resolved before Lance could 
take on another bank Job. 
'TTS NOT a clear yes or 
no on Bert," Dunn said. 
However, the NBG is a 
nationally  chartered  bank 
oaMsOwSSnc, 
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and Dunn's office does not 
have Jurisdiction over it 
The Justice Department 
has been Investigating 
Lance's private use of an 
NBG airplane to see If he 
violated campaign laws or 
was misapplying bank funds. 
Lance flew on the plane 
about (00 times as bank 
president in 1975 and 1976, 
occasionally to political and 
sporting events and once to 
the Mardi Gras in New 
Orleans. 
LANCE HAS to pay for 
attorneys and others who are 
checking his records, while 
his financial picture grows 
more grim. 
Lance's 201,000 shares of 
stock in the bank have fallen 
in value from 117 to about $12 
this year, meaning a possible 
loss of $1 million. However, 
because he is the second 
leading shareholder with 17 
per cent control, he might be 
able to sell the stock at a 
higher price. 
Carter, the weight of the 
Bert Lance affair lifted from 
his shoulders, began a hunt 
yesterday for a successor 
who is certain to fact tougher 
scrutiny than Lance did 
before being confirmed as 
the government's chief 
budRetmaker. 
WHILE speculation on 
possible Lance successors 
has not centered on any one 
person,these names have 
surfaced: 
• James T. Mclntyre Jr., 
director of Georgia's budget 
office in 1972 while Carter 
was governor and now 
deputy director of the Offices 
of Management and Budget, 
which Lance had headed. 
- Robert Strauss, a former 
chairman of the Democratic 
National Committee and now 
the U.S. ambassador for 
trade negotiations. Strauss 
has said, however, that he 
would not take the Job. 
• Alice Rivlin, director of 
the Congressional Budget 
Office. 
- Hale Champion, former 
California finance director 
and now an official at the 
Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare. 
LANCE himself indicated 
that he expected his suc- 
cessor to get a more 
thorough going-over than he 
did. 
And he seemed to be 
concerned that it might 
scare good prospects away. 
"We've got to make sure 
that we're able to attract 
good people into govern- 
ment. ..that we do everything 
that we possibly can to make 
sure that that sort of at- 
mosphere is present," lance 
declared as he left the 
Washington office of his 
attorney, Clark Clifford. 
"THE SCRUTINY part, 
that's a part of It...It's very 
difficult to apply today's 
rules to yesterday's prac- 
tices... and that sort of thing 
in roationship to three or 
four years i id what takes 
place under dif erent types 
oft rcuwutances. 
"But it's awfully im- 
portant...no matter what the 
situation is in the future that 
we be able to attract good 
people in government." 
said. ABC drew up a priority list from what they thought was 
needed most at the University. 
MODIFICATIONS HAVE also been started on two 
residence halls, Kohl Hall and McDonald West HaU.Scott Bey 
said. Currently Offenhauer Towers are the only residence 
halls accessible to students with handicaps. With the 
modification of the other two halls, handicapped students will 
also have a choice of where they want to live, she explained 
Other changes being made for the handicapped include 
switching classes to easily accessible classrooms when 
possible, she said. For Instance, if a student has an English 
class in the Education Building it would be switched to a 
more accessible building such as Overman Hall. 
SCOTT BEY SAID there are also volunteers who braille 
student tests and assignments, while the georgaphy 
department, under the direction of Thomas Anderson, 
associate professor of geography, is In the process of making 
a braille map. 
"We're going to try and do as much as possible," she said. 
In regards to the letter written by Richard R. Eakln, vice 
provost for student affalrs.ln Wednesday's issue of The BG 
News, Eakin explained that under the guidelines set up by 
the Health, Education and Welfare Department (HEW), 
specified recipients of financial assistance are under 
obligation to inform the public of their Assurance of Com- 
pliance with Section 504 of the RehlblliUtion Act of 1973. 
Eakin said the University has contacted agencies and 
several hundred guidance counselors to assist the han- 
dicapped, and Informed newspapers of the University's 
compliance. 
"We tried to get the word as public as we could," he said. It 
is part of our effort to comply with HEW guidelines. 
"We have done a lot of things far In advance of the law," he 
said. "These provisions are very welcomed and we (the 
University) are in very good shape because we began two 
years ago to make the campus accessible to the han- 
dicapped." 
The law and guidelines also apply to employment as well as 
educational opportunities. Eakln added. 
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MAYBE ALL SUMMER this unidentified student was dying to 
get back to his studies, and this is one spot where he can really get 
into the spirit of things. Here, he makes a monumental effort to ace 
that first test. 
Read Day 
• i Review 
if******************************************* 
. 
* THE FIRST LESSON TO BE LEARNED 
ft********************************- "If every man were a genius, there would be no idiots, and no gauge for the in- telligence of man. There is no shame in being ignorant until.it comes to buying an 
album." 
-World-renowned Professor of Economics at 
U. No Mornow, Istanbul. Dr. Sayvumulah 
(^allege   <§racluateA j 
* 
* 
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For years there has been a controlled market on the recorded music business in Bowling 
Green Although many businesses have attempted to compete, the student support was 
lacking and as a result there was once again essentially a monopoly. 
In February of 1975 SCHOOLKIOS' RECORDS opened and has survived longer than any of 
the previous stores SCHOOLKIDS' is a very special store, especially in terms of our price. 
Others have special items on sale to get you in the store, but.don't be fooled by these 
tactia - these sale prices are limited to only a lew albums. We have low prices year 'round 
and no "sales" are needed 
What we're trying to say is that there would be 
SCHOOLKIDS' were not here 
NO low prices in Bowling Creen if 
THASKS FOR YOUR COSTISUED PATROSACE! 
Thorn & George 
SCHOOL KIDS' RECORDS 
134W Wooster 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Ph 352-4812 
70- WMon. -Sat. 
1 -7iun. 
134 W. Wootter B.C. 
'm& 
N \ 
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As ( i womin Air Force ROTC 
student, you compete for your 
commission     on     the     same 
footing  as  the  men  in  your 
class   And later on you wear 
the same insignia. 
^C There are two-year, three-year, 
i and     four-year     scholarship 
■ ' programs available to help you 
get there. If you enroll in the 
four-year Air Force ROTC 
program you also qualify to 
compete for a scholarship for 
the remaining two or three 
yean as a cadet. Tuition is 
covered, fees are paid, textbook 
costs reimbursed . . . plus SlOO 
a month, tax free. . 
Be a part of what makes our 
nation great. Serve your 
country at the same time you 
help yourself to an Air Force 
Commission, and to the chal- 
lenges of an exciting life. 
SCHOOLKIDS'. 
RECORDS 
Wooiftr • J 
* 
* 
Contact 
Dept. of Aerospace Studies 
164 Memorial Hall   372-2176 
WHEN WE SAY LOWEST PRICES, 
WE GUARANTEE IT! 
SCHOOLKIDS' RECORDS 
134 W. Wooster St. 
Ph.:   352-4812 
Hrs.:   10-10 Mon.-Sat.   1-7 Sun. 
Is- ♦ Most Albums Only * 
$Q85 
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Sprung convict still gets 20 bucks and a bus ticket 
By The Associated Press 
The classic movie portrayal of the convict leaving prison - 
with $20 and a bus ticket in the pockets of the cheap suit given 
him at the gate - is still pretty close to the truth in many 
cases.  
Generally, gate money is now higher and for many 
prisoners the amount depends on what they earn in prison. 
Work release and other programs also can mean the freed 
inmate will find something more than a moll in a roadster 
waiting for him outside. 
ACROSS 
1 Daredevil 
7 Querying aound 
10 Reply: Abbr 
13 Zeal. British 
style 
14 A solid, in 
geometry 
16 Acquired 
16 Thirty: Fr. 
17 Mining vein 
18 Brown  
berry 
19 Man of the 
world 
22 Conversational 
cliche 
25 Fling 
26 Card play 
27 Compound uaed 
in bouncing 
pu"y 
29 Faulta 
31 Earthy 
32 Peers 
34 Word with horse 
or track 
33 Large, round 
room 
37 Oriental name 
40 Univeralty 
official 
41 Musical 
combination 
43 St. Francis of 
46 Calculated 
48 Design 
49 Earth, for one 
50 Sounds of blows 
Colloq. 
51 Stands faM 
Phrase 
55 Marsh elder 
56 Unfavorable 
57 African 
expedition 
61 DC. basedgp. 
62 Certain canines 
63 Breakfast menu 
item 
64 Heaven 
65 Poetic verb form 
66 Oriental 
greeting 
DOWN 
1 Carpet 
2 Abbr. on in 
itinerary 
3 Presidential 
initials 
4 Vanity 
5 Vehicle 
6 Immediately 
7 Hula  
8 Loosen 
9 Command to 
a dog 
10 Marbles 
11 Cash register 
popup 
12 Flea market 
sights 
14 Crowded space 
20 Certain 
paintings 
21 Rascals 
22 "This  
sudden!" 
23 City on the 
Yellow River 
24 Chic French 
magaiine 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS mm 
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— Vance 
Stripling 
Regretful 
exclamation 
Not to be 
38 Waxed 
39 Racetrack 
term 
40 Tie 
42 Sanguine 
believed, mod     43 Plant parasites 
style 44 Bohemian 
36 Mouth: Prefix    45 Wage 
37 Negative 
47 Becomes brittle 
49 Abrupt 
52 Humane gp. 
53 Journey 
54 Honshu city 
58 Librarian's 
concern 
59 Turmeric 
60 Doctrine 
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PIKES 
ALL CAMPUS 
BEER BLAST 
SOUND SYSTEM 
AND 
FREE BEER 
Cover Charge   1.25 
Where: Pike House 
When: Sat. Sept 24 
Time : 8:30-? 
Campus Calendar is a listing of the day'sevents (meetings, 
lectures and entertainment) provided as a service to 
readers. Unless otherwise noted, the events are free and open 
to the public. To submit an entry, Campus Calendar forms 
are available at the News office, 106 University Hall, 372- 
2003. There is no charge for events listed in this section. 
FRIDAY 
Stargazers—5:30 a.m., roof of Life Sciences Bldg. 
SUNDAY 
Meetings 
Student Council for Exceptional  Children  (SCEC)—7:30 
p.m.. Wayne Room, Union 
The BG News 
needs 
photographers. 
Stop in at the 
offices at 106 
University Hall 
and fill out an 
application. 
372-2003 
THE CIRCUMSTANCES dictating how much money is 
handed a departing convict include the state involved, 
availability of Jail employment and the base aid payment. In 
Alabama prisoners are let out with as little as $10. Some 
inmates in Maine have incomes in the thousands each year. 
In Idaho, the average convicts gets out with $91. 
An ex-convict in Massachusetts is given a maximum of $50 
from the state if he needs it, but a spokesman for the state 
prison system says that most have savings from prison jobs 
totaling more than that 
"Gate money is fast becoming a thing of the past in 
Massachusetts," says Larry Parnell, public information 
officer of the state Correction Department. 
"The big push is for work release so that guys can support 
themselves.'' Prisoners earn 20 to 50 cents an hour for prison 
jobs and more on work release - some of which goes to buy 
cigarettes and other items in Jail canteens. 
CORRECTIONS OFFICIALS are divided on what effect 
the amount of money given a released prisoner may have on 
whether he repeats offenses that may lead to a return to 
prison. A 1974 federal report showed that about one-third of 
the men released from prisons were arrested again. The rate 
of return to prison runs as high as 30 per cent in some states. 
Elmanus Herndon, acting deputy commissioner of the 
Maryland Division of Corrections, says male prisoners are 
given $20 gate money, clothes if they need them and 
whatever they've saved from their jobs when they walk out. 
He says the money Is inadequate, but the state can't provide 
more because "many people occupying a very high priority 
with regard to their needs and wants." 
HE POINTS TO money as the key to recividism, especially 
if a released inmate doesn't have a job or some money 
waiting in the outside. "A case can be made for an increase 
in the stipend when they leave. It's sort of predictable what 
to expect What can you expect from any person with only 
$20 to spend... 
"You know he's going to mug someone, rob someone or 
take a purse. It's understandable...the revolving door. He's 
sentenced to five years, serves time, goes back out gets $20 
and subsequently does the same thing. It's a simplistic 
situation but it shows how the behavior becomes predic- 
table." 
But Deputy Warden Duane Shillinger of the Wyoming State 
Penitentiary says. If a prisoner is going to be just dependent 
upon the money given him by the state, there is no way he is 
going to function in the outside world. One thousand dollars 
wouldn't be enough." 
Classifieds 
PERSONALS 
19/7 Key Spring Sup 
plements are now available 
for all those who purchased 
the 1977 yearbook. Come to 
310 S. S. Bldg. 9.30a.m.-2:00 
p.m. 
Free puppies. Call 673 6543. 
Bring a friend because group 
rates are available this year 
at Fitness World Health Spa! 
7th 6, High St. 352 3778. It's 
fun, it's inexpensive, it's 
convenient, it'sco ed! 
Lorl & Jim. Congratulations 
on your engagement! Best of 
luck In the future. Love, your 
Alpha Chi sisters. 
Happy Birthday, ANDREA 
RUETTY, from your two 
Passout Partners. 
MBLP WANTED       
Driver, must be at least 18 
yrs. old. Must have own car 
Apply in person, Dlno's Pizza 
Pub. 537 E Wooster 
Full 4 part time. Main 
tenance. Evenings. 
Knickerbocker's. 352 5335. 
If you like iewelry, this is an 
easy, enjoyable way to earn 
extra money, working on 
your own schedule. We 
supply everything. Write or 
call (collect). Bonnie 
Goodman. Jill Jewelry Co. 
3889 Faversham Rd.. 
University   Hits..   O.   44118. 
216 321 5554  
TYPIST  NON STUDENT. 
Temporary  part time.  Now 
to   mid Dec.   Call   B.G.S.U 
Personnel   Office.   372 2516. 
Ask about the half time date 
entry operator one job. 
Typing and office work for 
B.G.S.U. student. $2 SO hr. 
lOhrs per week  15; 3SM 
hull   or   part time  couples 
individuals    needing    more 
income. Unusual opportunity 
for   good  earnings.   Open 
meeting   Sun., Oct.  2,  2:00 
p.m.,   5:00  p m.,   and  8:00 
p.m.  at  Howard  Johnson's. 
B.G .0 
Victoria Stafion is accepting 
applications for dishwashing 
positions. Apply In person 
between 2 5 Mon. Fri. 1418 
Reynolds Rd. $2 75 per hr. 
Furniture. Antique couch, 
lamps, chairs, end table. All 
good condition. 352 3846 
1969 Buick Wildcat. Good 
condition    Best   offer.   352 
4546  
1976 Silver Plymouth Duster. 
6 cyl, factory AC, AM FM 
cassette stereo 3 sod. with 
overdrive. 352 3288. 
1976 Honda 750 plus extras. 
Only 5,000 ml. Must sell. Best 
Offer. 352 8865  
Selmer Bundy clarinet. 
Excellent cond. Also TEAC 
DOLBY AN 80 Gary at 372 
0349 
Year old purebred Irish 
setter. Best offer. 1 833 3738 
1973 Hillcrest. 12 by 60. 7 
bdrm.. washer dryer and 10 
by 8 utility shed. Excellent 
cond. Prof, moving. 669 0603. 
Comfortable rockino. ch.nr 
$10.00. 352 9227. 
FOR RENT 
Large single room for 
female, near campus, 
private  entrance.  Call  352 
7365.  
Large single room tor female 
student Near campus. 352 
7365. 
SERVICESOFFERED 
Make Bowling Greener! 
Plant sale at Presbyterian 
parking lot. (S. Grove St.) 
Fri. 12 6: Sat. 9-5. 
Sound systems campus 
enterprises. Your campus 
connection for T shirts. 
sound systems and the on 
campus representatives for 
Playboy Enterprises. Call 
352 9310. 
Expert   typing, 
rates 352 7035. 
reasonable 
WANTED 
M. rmmte. to share 2 bdrm 
71 Datsun 1200. 1400.00 or 
best offer. Call after 4. 352- 
7892. 
DORM GIRLS. Earn extra 
money selling pierced 
earrings and other popular 
iewelry togirls in your dorm. 
FOR SALE  
1973 VW Super Beetle. AM 
FM tape deck Excellent 
condition. 669 0603. 
2 pr. of headphones. S10 and 
$20. One amp. 30 watts RMS. 
$30.00. Call 352 9235after6:00 
and ask for Dan. 
apt with 3others 352 0316 
F. student needed to share a 
house. M. student needed to 
share another  house   Near 
campus. 352 7365.  
1 M. needed to share apt. 
furnished, close to campus, 
$65 00   per   mo    Sept. June. 
Call Bob. 352 8703 or 372 3028. 
BG News 
classifieds 
are the 
best buy 
in town. 
Try one 
and see 
THE CLASS 
OF'77 
See Formula One racing at it* bast October 1 4 2 »1 
Watklns Glen. New York. 
Improve your education at the First Toyota Grand Prix of the 
United States. It's trie new name of the United States 
Grand Prix, held since 1961 at me Glen. 
Study the laws of physics as the worlds fastest Formula 
One cars zip around a 3.4 mile course at speeds 
up to 200 MPH. 
Observe international diplomacy in action as 
drivers from many countries compete for the 
World Championship of Formula One Dnvers. 
Learn economics as you mingle with the |et set. 
Expensive? Not at all, thanks to the exclusive 
discount ticket package available only at your 
participating Toyota dealer 
THE FIRST 
TOYOTAGRAND 
PRIX. 
See it and save up to $ 11.50! 
Buy a Toyota discount ticket package and gel substantial savings 
on a general admission ticket. And with its purchase, you will also gel 
a free racing garage tour pass, plus 
half-pnce savings on reserved grand- 
stand seats. 
You can save up lo $11.50 per 
person on this exciting race weekend That's a savings you cant afford to pass up. 
whether you're going alone, or taking a friend 
So you'd better hurry into your participating Toyota dealer now While he still has a 
supply of these exclusive discount ticket packages 
And while you're there, see the Celica GT Liftback, the Official Pace Car of the Toyota 
Grand Prtx. And all the other pace setting Toyota cars and trucks. There's a Toyota just 
right for your needs. On campus. Or off 
THERESA 
LITTLE BIT OF 
THE GRAND PRIX 
N EVERY 
YOU ASKED FOR IT 
YOU GOT IT. 
TOYOTA 
Glv^mPRIXK)lvVvANCE 
um^^^mtf^mWi\~*' ''t 
East Coast gets initial batch of 
Sohio's Alaskan crude oil 
MARCUS HOOK, PA. (AP) -Undera gray September sky, 
the first load of rich, black crude oil tapped in the frozen 
tundra of Alaska's North Slope reached the East Coast 
yesterday. 
Tugboats eased the bulk of the 660-foot "Overseas Valdez" 
against the unloading dock at the BP Oil Co. refinery here, 
completing a three-week, 7,800-mile Journey. Then crews 
pumped 261,000 barrels of crude oil into awaiting storage 
tanks. 
"This is more than an ordinary business occurrence. It's 
not humdrum. It's something special, like having your first 
born," said refinery manager Michael Pappas. 
"THIS IS THE most exciting thing in the petroleum in- 
dustry in my lifetime," said the 64-year-old Pappas. "This is 
the culmination of the biggest single project man has ever 
built." 
The refining processwill begin immediately. "It could end 
up in someone's gas tank by next Tuesday," said Pappas. 
The Standard Oil Co. of Ohio ISOHIO i, of which BP Oil is a 
subsidiary, shipped the Alaskan crude here to obtain ad- 
ditional hnowledge of refining techniques. Another tanker, 
the "Gulfprince," will unload another 235,000 barrels this 
week. 
THE OIL FLOWED through the 800-mile pipeline from 
Prudhoe Bay to the Alaskan port of Valdez. A supertanker 
carried it to a floating terminal west of the Panama Canal for 
off-loading to the two smaller tankers. 
The oil then came through the canal and the Gulf of Mexico 
before reaching the muddy waters of the Delaware River. 
Sohio, which owns more than half of the North Slope 
crude, s.-lls or exchanges most of it at West Coast and Gulf 
Coast ports. Only a small portion of it will be refined on the 
East Coast "We will only bring the crude here on a spot 
condition. We can't use all of it on the West Coast or in the 
Gulf. But the farther you have to transport it. the more it 
costs," said Pappas. 
■ -• r V:        JO* 
at UCF's Annual Open House 
Sunday, Sept. 25, 6 p.m. 
Good Food (free) and time to discover UCF's 
INREACH 
■worship, simple and personal 
■retreats 
■Bible study and prayer groups 
■life and career planning 
■religious values clarification 
OUTREACH 
■tutoring children 
■working with the handicapped, delinguents, the elderly 
•action projects on world hunger and energy conservation 
AND JOY OF COMMUNITY 
■love feasts 
-theater parties 
■volleyball 
-singing 
- outings 
THE UNITED CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
is sponsored by these churches: 
American Baptist, Disciples of Christ., Episcopal, United Methodist, 
United Presbyterian, LutheranfALC, LCA), United Church of Christ 
I Sunday Worship at 11 a.m. UCF Center, Thurstin and Ridge 1 
J>g«y1Sep<embera,l»T7,TheBGNeir»Pat«U » 
News   classified    ads 
get   fast   results 
Call     372-2003 
*• We need certain college majors 
J to become Air Force lieutenants.* 
!       M«f han.r.ml  inrl  r.vd «inMMrii»        pay   [uition     textbOOkt.   lib   (MS.   - c « ic«i «no CM) engineering 
J^  m»,ors eefcepece     and 
yL.   Mronf uttOeJ engineering major ■ 
electronic* computer 
•ctanc* mathematics major* 
Tha Air Fore* tS looking for young 
man and woman wttn academic 
majort such at tneee If you'ra 
matoring in one of thaaa araaa. 
you may ba aHQtbla for artrtar tha 
two-year or tha four-yaar Air 
Force ROTC program And to 
help with tha college buis two. 
thraa. and four-yaar ecnoiarahipe 
•ra available These achoJarahrpi 
* 
* 
and $100 tax-free dollars ■/▼ 
month Tha Air Forca AOTQt 
program taada to *n Air Forcau 
commission an eiceHent starting^ 
salary c ha Hanging work (withj^ 
aoma of tha ffnaat aquipmant <nJ 
tha world), promotions reepon-^ 
arbihty. graduata aducatlon andSf- 
much mora at 
Find out today about an Air Forcau 
ROTC acholarahlp ifs a greet*" 
way to aarva your country and toj^ 
haip pay for your college educa^ 
Air Kirre ROTT-datewav to a (Ireal ttavof Lift 
Contact" "~~ ~    ~ J 
Dept.  of  Aerospace  Studies* 
1  164  Memorial   Hall     372-2176   | 
Klotz Rower Farm 
Sale r 
Foliage Hanging Baskets 
4    $2.98 5    $3.98 
Assort. Varieties 
K&dfU. soil Greenhouse 5yHafc4*y/.' 
filled 
with plants 
clay pots 
insecticides 
cactus 
906 Napoleon, end of S. College 
Hours 8-5 Mon-Sat  closed Sunday 
sale 
2 DAYS ONLY 
MEN'S TRADITIONAL 
SILADIUM® RING 
ONLY $59.95 
Regularly    $8550 
/WQ1RVED RING DAY 
That's when the ArtCarved representative will be here 
to help you select your custom-made college jewelry. 
It's also the day you can charge your ArtCarved 
college jewelry on Master Charge or BankAmericard. 
university 
bookstore 
student services building 
monday & tuesday 
September 26th, 2 7th 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
A' 
&l 
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What subclass are you? 
Football fans: They're birds of a feather 
!!■■■■■■■■ 
Raven (Lunatic order) Ncwsphotoby Larry Kayser 
News staff sports reporter Steve Sadler defenitely deserves to be placed 
in the "Raven (I Jinatic order)" subclass of college football fans. The only 
problem  with that observation is that Sadler IS a University student and 
he does NOT own an air horn. However, Steve has been planning on 
getting the autograph of head trainer Bill Jones. 
Men harriers run on home turf 
By Steve Sadler 
Staff Reporter 
Bowling Green's men's cross country team will host it's 
first home meet of the year, entertaining Ohio and Findlay 
Saturday at Whittakcr Track, following what coach Mel 
Brodt called "one of our worst showings ever" last week in 
Toledo. 
"Horrible" was the word Brodt emphasized. 
"I think our boys took this team too lightly," Brodt said. 
"That, and having to run a road race instead of on a cross 
country course were factors." 
THE FALCONS had a 10-meet winning streak snapped by 
Toledo last week in a race that had to be run on the street 
because of wetness to the Toledo cross country course. 
ggjjftft^^ 
'f>,y:   WACKO 
"The team had a chance to vote on it, and they decided to 
go ahead and run the race," Brodt said. "Myself, I don't 
particularity like road races." 
Prospects for victory could be better this weekend though. 
"I haven't seen any results of the two teams," Brodt said, 
"but 1 don't feel that they are too strong. Kindlay likes to run 
against stronger teams, and I don't think Ohio has improved 
From last year, It lost its number one man from graduation." 
HRODT HOPES to seek some consistancy from more of his 
players. 
"Bob l.unn is consistent, and if we can get a few others to 
get some consistancy we'll be alright," he said. "We're not 
ready to throw the towel in yet." 
Starting time for Saturday's meet is 11:00 a.m. 
...women on road 
Meanwhile, the women's cross country team will travel to 
Wisconsin Parksidc for the USTFF Midwest Regional. 
The women spikers will be competing with 13 other schools, 
with Wisconsin-Madison being the heavy favorite 
Coach Dave Williams will bring seven women and high 
hopes to the meet, which is the women's first of the year. 
"The team looks good in practice," he said, "and I'm 
hoping to finish in the top four. We've been having three-a- 
day practices up until today, and the girls are looking for- 
ward to the meet."  
More sports 
on pages 
13 and 14 
.. Your NEW RECORD CONNECTION" 
A pliza nmvr hod It so good, IM 
Fast Free Delivery 352-5166 
* Wide Record and Tape Selection 
if Largest Smoke Shop in Town 
* Adjacent to Founders Quad. 
522 E. WOOSTKR 
We're here Monday thru Saturday  Sundays 12-6 
10-Mh     12-K"       14<nc», Itt.nch 
P»S OlthM ll.M     It.SS     IJ.25 •3 95 
IMHHWIIHI 45          55         OS ■0 
aakvtaaaaal   *t           55           6* •o ■0 
so 
riaaaflniiia'iil                          .43          55          65 •0 
Imtta. M         35         .45 to 
60 
60 
60 
60 
•615 SaaMa»»Uai  1.140    14.45     15.50 
Suprem* mcludn P«ppttnn> Sauuar   MuaVootm On«om«n 
Oet«n Ptpotn 
H^JiP* ^b^Sftlf Sandwk*^ 1 15 
RNKMM •<■. 1.45 Ii its 
Haa. S«b Ma. 1 .*• la. 1 65 
MaalaaUSab —.   1 «0 la. las 
SaiaailSab am ISO        1, 1 no 
AH abova ah coax on Franc* Bcaad wa* voai choW ol 
Catlap. Waa.rJ. Mayonnalat, If Pliia Stara. 
AmancanMoianaa Oaaat an any Sab • anal 10 tana   latat 
.ISrvtia. 
GarittSaaaatSakcaa)  43 
aafttMaaallaUaaaatlHa)      ._._■_  m 
PaaaL Dacaai Paaaat aa. 7 lie 
Editor's Note: This story by Woody Paige appeared la "The 
Really Big Ten" magazine's college football preview edition. 
The News received permission to nse this fascinating story 
on "birds." 
By Woody Paige 
College football fans are birds of paradise. The correlation 
is precisely accurate. On a fall Saturday afternoon stadiums 
become mammoth birdhouses, a bonanza for bird watchers. 
Aves of all subclasses gather beak-to-beak. Up to 80,000 rare 
birds migrate in to chirp for their favorite teams. 
With the assistance of eagle-eyed bird fanciers, we've been 
able over the years to spot the various types found at a 
college football game. 
To name a few (or more): 
RAVEN (Lunatic order)- 
Shows up at 9 a.m. for a two o'clock game...comes to every 
contest, but doesn't know a screen pass from a power 
saw...gets a second mortgage on the house to .buy season 
tickets...has a low screech so is given to bringing air horns 
and blasting them at three-second intervals aU aftci „oon ... 
has autographs of the team trainers...went to no university, 
just has this incredible desire to be a part of a screaming 
crowd. 
CHICKADEE PEAHEN- 
Always arrives in brilliant colors in the presence of male 
bird...loves to strut in front of the stands...never watches the 
game and doesn't care whose playing...once flew off for the 
weekend with a St. I-ouis Cardinal, but now hangs around 
with a bond-daddy bird...wouldn't know the school fight song, 
but has every Barbara Streisand album...loves the smell of 
fresh money...can readily be identified by jumpsuit stuffed 
into brown boots covering webbed feet. 
WHITE-BREASTED NUTHATCH- 
Chickadec Peahen's roomate whose sunlamp is broken. 
BULBOUS GOONEY BIRD- 
Noted for his consumption of beer and garbage...will eat 
anything with mustard and onions on it...partial to peanut 
shells...places his hand over heart in front of Budweiser 
sign...chirping sound he makes is similar to a belch...always 
has IS cents left front a 20-dollar bill at the end of the game 
and wonders where the money went...thinks O.J. is 
something you drink with vodka. 
BALTIMORE ORIOLE- 
Wrong sport. 
HYSTERICAL YELLOWTHROAT- 
Practices his sayings all summer long...tries to amuse the 
crowd with his one-liner toward referees, backfield judges 
and opposing players...can always be seen with hands 
cupped to mouth...knows every obscenity invented and will 
talk about your mother and your heritage on a moment's 
notice...Has no idea of the score, but it doesn't mailer who's 
ahead...Just listen for "Give 'em Hell" and "Push 'emBack" 
and "What planet you from, limp?" 
SOCIAL-CLIMBING CONDOR- 
Wants to get next to the coaches and the players...never 
without a camera and an autograph book...loves to slap 
players on the back at pep rallies and remind them of a game 
last season...biggest thrill was when Woody Hayes once 
spoke at his Rotary Club luncheon...will stamp on and push 
kids out of the way to get at Bear Bryant...Keeps every 
football name ticket stub in desk drawer...went to the 
Tangerine Bowl once and will tell you all about it given half a 
chance. 
JUNIOR LEAGUE MAGPIE - 
Social-climbing condor's wife. 
PLUCKED PIGEON- 
One who conies to each game to see how his bet turns 
out...been playing the parlay for 15*years and puts up $100 
every' week, taking the home school and seven even though 
the line is 12...has been on a bad streak since he bet Nixon in 
I960., .doesn't care if you win or lose, or even how you play the 
game, just concerned with the spread...frequently can be 
seen at the dog track tearing up tickets...still can't get over 
Notre Dame sitting on the ball in the tie gan.e with Michigan 
that cost hi II i a cool two bills. 
aaaa tO page 14   aaa> 
HORSEBACK RIDING 
BROOKDALE 
STABLES 
14810 FREYMAN RD. 
Classes available for credit 
through B.G.S.U. 
Phys Ed. Dept. 
Public Trail Riding 
Individual or Croup 
(80 ACRES OF WOODED TRAILS) 
HORSE DRAWN HAYRIDES 
AND BUCCY RIDES 
AVAILABLE THROUCHJ 
RESERVATION 
Call 655-2193 
(local listing) 
Take I 75 to Cygnet Exit 17T, West on Cygnet 
Rd. to Mitchell Rd., then South on Mitchell 
Rd. to Treyman Rd. 
Friday, September 8,1*77, The BG Newt la U 
 Oakland, Pittsburgh clash Sunday 
Pro football's 'three-ring circus' 
Bjr Gary Mihocei 
Associated Press Writer 
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The Pittsburgh Steelers 
have two Super Bowl rings. The Oakland Raiders 
have one. So look (or another three-ring circus 
when they meet Sunday on national television. 
"Every game we've played with the Steelers has 
been a big game, an exciting game and a good 
game," Raider Coach John Madden said. 
"And some have been surrounded by con- 
troversy." 
SOME, INDEED maybe most, because the 
Oakland-Pittsburgh rivalry, less than a decade 
old, has been crammed with bizarre plays, yearly 
battles for playoff dough and some downright 
personal resentments that have festered among 
players and fans. 
"Whatever happens, you know it won't be dull. I 
am def inately looking forward to it," says Steeler 
wide receiver Lynn Swann. 
"We want Oakland, we want Oakland." Steeler 
fans chanted here last Monday - while the Steelers 
were still playing the San Francisco 49ers. 
Swann was a central figure in the preseason 
trial that brought players, coaches and owners 
from both teams into a San Francisco courtroom 
to haggle over the legal limits of violence in pro 
football. 
YET THE Raiders-Steelers rivalry was born 
well before that at Three Rivers Stadium, where 
Sunday's game will be played. 
It was Dec. 23, 1972, and the scoreboard clock 
showed 0:05 left in the last period when Franco 
Harris completed the 60-yard "Immaculate 
Reception" that beat the Raiders in the AFC 
playoffs. 
"That's the pass we said was illegal, but what 
the hell difference did it make," Madden said, 
with a lingering touch of the disbelief he showed 
while sitting in the locker room here after that 
crushing 1972 loss. 
The Steelers and Raiders have met every year 
since then in the AFC playoffs, with the Steelers 
holding a 3-2 edge. 
THE LAST THREE years it's been Raiders vs. 
Steelers in the AFC championship game. 
'Each time the winner has gone on to win the 
Super Bowl. That tells you something," said 
Madden. 
"We don't like each other, but we respect each 
other," says Steeler linebacker Jack Lambert 
"We're impressive teams." 
Because the two teams are so impressive, a 
slight advantage can mean victory or defeat 
Maybe that's why there have been accusation of 
dirty tricks through the series. 
After Pittsburgh's regular season victory in 1973 
in Oakland, the Steelers complained that Raider 
linemen had greased their Jerseys, that semi- 
deflated balls had been sent from the sideline for 
Steeler kicks, and that some balls had obscenities 
printed on the laces. 
THAT SAME season the Raiders accused some 
Pittsburgh assistant coaches of trying to use news 
media passes to gain admission to the Oakland 
press box for scouting purposes. 
After losing the 1975 AFC title game here, the 
Raiders suggested the Steelers allowed the field to 
freeze to thwart Oakland's passing. 
"There's always been a lot of talk." said 
Madden. "But I think we've all learned it doesn't 
make too much difference what's said. It's really 
what happens, what the score is, who won the 
game." 
The Raiders have won the last two games. 
In the 1976 regular season opener, Oakland 
scored 17 points in the last three minutes to edge 
the Steelers in a game in which Swann sustained a 
concussion when given a forearm from behind by 
Raider safety George Atkinson. 
THAT PLAY and the remark by Steeler Coach 
Chuck Noll that a "criminal element" existed in 
the NFL led to Atkinson's $2 million suit against 
the Steelers and Noll. 
Atkinson, who lost that suit by a jury verdict at 
the start of this season, is trying to take the 
business as usual approach to this week's game. 
"As long as the refs and the fans let us play, it 
will be an exciting game." he says. ' 'This is a good 
rivalry. It brings out the best in pro ball." 
The Steelers figure they didn't show their best in 
the last AFC title game, won by Oakland while 
Steeler running back Franco Harris and Rocky 
Bleier were sidelined with injuries. 
OF COURSE, the Steelers would never have 
been in the playoffs in 1976 if the Raiders hadn't 
managed a late season victory over Cincinnati - 
Pittsburgh's top challenger in the AFC Central. 
"When we were getting ready to play Cincinnati, 
we realized how many fans we had in Pittsburgh." 
Madden said. 
"We're very happy to be coming to Pittsburgh. 
We have a lot of friends back there." 
What can the Raiders and Steelers do for an 
encore? 
"I don't know." Madden said with a laugh. 
"Maybe if we just have a football game, which it 
should be." 
AP Wirephoto 
A TOUGH MISSION—In order to stop the Pittsburgh offense. Oakland 
"ill have to concentrate on Franco Harris, thr Steelers' big fullback. The 
two top-notch National Football League clubs square off in Three Rivers 
 Stadium in Pittsburgh Sunday.  
Yanks, Birds, Bosox 
fight for number one 
Gavron aims to turn around 
women's field hockey results 
By Cheryl Geichke 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Second-year coach Sue 
Gavron is hoping for a well 
balanced women's field 
hockey team this year, and 
ff bm the looks of things, she 
might have it. 
With eight returning 
starters, Gavron expects 
both the junior varsity and 
varsity teams to improve. 
"As a group, we'd like to 
improve the won-loss 
record." Gavron said. That 
should be easy. Last year the 
lady stickers had a 1-9-1 
record. 
••THEY'VE WORKED on 
their endurance program 
and stickwork this sum- 
mer," the mentor said. "On 
paper we look it's just a 
matter of timing." 
There are a variety of 
players on many different 
levels of experience and 
skills. I-ast year's roster of 
three returning starters and 
IM notes 
Officials are needed for 
Campus Recreation and 
Intramurals for fall quarter 
flag football and table tennis. 
All people interested should 
contact Laura Maczko or 
call 372-2464. Officials are 
needed by Sept. 28. 
Also, volleyball officials 
can sign up in 201 Women's 
Building. Those individuals 
are needed by Sept 27. 
remaining rookie players 
can't be compared to this 
year's roster. 
"They've had a year to get 
used to me," Gavron said, 
"and we recruited well." 
Team members who may 
have a chance to lead the 
stickers to their first season 
victory include three fresh- 
men recruits and a transfer 
fron the University of 
Delaware. Terry Olewnik 
will be playing for B.G. this 
year as part of the 
University's student ex- 
change program. 
FRESHMEN     PLAYERS 
traveling to Sauk Valley 
Michigan Invitational this 
weekend are Cindy Dilley, 
Hope Chmill, and Cindy 
Fern. 
The lady stickers are one 
of 16 teams competing in the 
exhibition tournament. 
Teams are matched with 
schools not included in their 
regular season schedule 
although it isn't yet known 
who BG will play. 
Other candidates for 
starting positions at this 
weekend's   games   include 
seniors Mary George, Susie 
Kearns, Jo Schaffer, Marcia 
Ganz and Annie Mell who 
played right back last year. 
Gavron has not decided the 
position of players for their 
opener. 
JUNIORS KATHY Yard 
and Tammy Smith and 
sophomores I .aura Casto and 
Pam Whitestone also will 
make the trip to Michigan. 
In preparing for the 
opener, the stickers have 
practiced six hours a day, 
according to Gavron. "They 
worked  over  the  summer 
and they're working now." 
She added that the team is 
looking forward to this 
season and are determined 
to make it through to the 
state tournament this 
season. That would really be 
a turnaround. 
"Two games ahead with 
10 to go isn't bad," Manager 
Billy Martin said as his New 
York Yankees geared up for 
the stretch run with Boston 
and Balitmore in the 
American l/eague East. 
"We are in a lot better 
shape than the Red Sox and 
Orioles are," he added - but 
that depends on the point of 
view. 
While the front-running 
Yanks prepared for a 
weekend series with 
Toronto, an expansion team 
that has given them more 
than their share of trouble, 
Baltimore, two games off the 
pace, was concluding a 
series at home against the 
Blue Jays and the Red Sox, 
14   back,   were   visiting 
Detroit. 
"We're 30 games over .500 
now, right?" Baltimore 
manager F.arl Weaver 
mused. Got 91 wins. 
Sometimes you can win with 
92. Sometimes you win with 
96. Casey Stengel lost one 
year with 103. 
" TEN GAMES.that's all 
that's left. If wcget out of 
here twodown in the loss 
column, they have to win 
nine out 10 to be sure." 
Weaver said of the Yanks. 
"So there's still something 
going on." 
Rose Grimslcy, who beat 
the Blue Jays with a four- 
hitter, summed up many of 
the Orioles' feelings.  "I'm 
not gonna get really excited 
until we're one game out 
with one game left," he said. 
The Red Sox, too, are close 
enough to make things more 
than just a little interesting. 
"ALL I KNOW is we are in 
a lot better shape than we 
were three days ago," 
Boston manager Don 
Zimmer said after the Red 
Sox completed their two- 
game sweep of the Yanks 
with a 3-2 victory Wednesday 
night 
"Earl Weaver has the race 
figured down to the last 
batter next Sunday," 
Zimmer said. 
"I'm not that smart. I only 
went to high school. I'm just 
hoping we win tonight." 
ABORTION 
$150.00 
TOIL  FREE  9ajn.-10p.m. 
1-800-438-8113 
WKIQ 
has the action of 
o.s.u. 
vs. 
Oklahoma 
Sat. 12:20 
followed by " 
"The Beatles 
Special" 
Part One 
ATTENTION STUDENTS! 
Don't miss Saturday's football home opener vs. Iowa State, or any Falcon games 
at Perry Field this year! 
Buy your season tickets NOW at the Memorial Hall Ticket office, open Monday 
thru Friday from 9 a.m. -noon,and 1 p.m. -5 p.m. Tickets are on sale as follows: 
BGSU STUDENT SEASON TICKET $7.00 
BGSU STUDENT SINGLE GAME TICKET $2.00 
NON-STUDENT TICKET $4.00 
BENCH RESERVEDSEAT $5.00 
CHAIR RESERVEDSEAT $6.00 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Fall quarter validation cards must be presented for the 
purchase of all student tickets. 
(Basketball & Hockey ID Cards Also On Sale) 
SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL 
TIME SCHEDULE 
12:00 noon All turnstile Gates Open 
1:10 p.m. Band Day Spectacular 
(3,000 musicians on the field!) 
1:30p.m. KICKOFF! 
BE THERE ON SATURDAY 
Buy Your Tickets Now! 
FOOTBALL 
PEP RALLY! 
(Sponsored by Student Activities and the BGSU Cheerleaders) 
Friday—7:30 p.m.—Center Campus 
(Steps of Williams Hall) 
Lef's give Coach Stolz and the Fighting Falcons a rousing 
send-off for Saturday's home opener vs. Iowa State!  Join 
the BGSU cheerleaders, the Falcon Band and Freddy Falcon 
Friday night at Williams Hall for a special football pep rally! 
AFTER THE RALLY, ATTEND A UAO ALL-CAMPUS MIXER 
IN THE GRAND BALLROOM, STARTING AT 8 P.M. 
SEE YOU FRIDAY NIGHT! 
wmmmmm 
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Total awareness of Cyclone strength 
Falcons ready for tomorrow's big challenge 
By Terry Goodman 
Sports Editor 
FLASHBACK: Two weeks ago. Darrow Hall, preseason 
headquarters for the Bowling Green football squad. 
Rain had washed out a great portion of the Falcon workout. 
Now the players were back in their rooms, thinking about 
the upcoming season. 
Anxious7 Sure they were. Grand Valley State and Eastern 
Michigan opened BG's season. But both games were on the 
road. 
IOWA STATE, a powerhouse from the Big Eight Con- 
ference, quickly became the topic of discussion. The 
Cyclones open the Falcon home campaign in a 1:30 p.m. 
starter at Perry Field tomorrow. 
"Whew, what a way to open a home season," said one 
Falcon with a sigh of fear. "Man, they're big.and tough." 
Another player echoed, "I hope the fans come out...They 
should...heck everybody will be on campus...It could give us 
alift." 
With good weather, nearly 20,000 football fans will come 
out to greet the Falcons-and find out Just how powerful Iowa 
State really is. It has beaten Wichita State, 35-9, and lost to 
Iowa, 12-10, in an emotional struggle last week. 
THE CYCLONES and Hawkeyes met for the first time in 43 
years. Considering the attendance (59.729) and the intense 
rivalry, there may be a few rematches between the Inter- 
state opponents in the near future. 
But back to tomorrow. Take it from the guy who muttered 
twoweeksago: "Man, they're big." 
It's not a case of giants against dwarfs. 
Iowa State's offensive wall versus Falcon defense's front 
weighs only 15 pounds more. But it's the other combination 
that's going to stymie Mark Miller and his subsequent air 
show. 
The Cyclone front five on defense hit the scales at 1,238 
pounds. BG's offense weighs in at 1,079. Simple arithmetic: 
A 159-pound difference in favor of Iowa State. 
MILLER, THE quarterback, will be flanked by fullback 
Dan Saleet and tailback Steve Holovacs, who has been 
nagged by little injuries thus far but is ready to play. 
Wide receivers Jeff Groth and Dave Dudley along with 
Saleet will be Miller's main targets. 
LISTEN TO THE NKW 
Rounding out the offensive probables are Joe Studer. Kip 
Kane, Doug Smith, Mark Wichman, Mike Obravac and tight 
end Tom Saleet on the line. 
Defensively, the Falcons may give Tim Ross his first start 
ever here at one of the end posts. 
ROSS WAS THE surprise of spring practice when he 
walked on as a second-quarter freshman and showed 
remarkable potential. The 6-5, 205-pounder resembles a 
light-weight version of Carl Eller, the all-pro tackle at 
Minnesota. 
Other defensive probables are veteran tackles Alex Prosak 
and Jack Williams, end Steve Seibert, middle guard Jim 
Mitolo, linebackers Mike Callesen (BG's leading tackier) 
and Joe Guyer, and backs Greg Kampe, Dirk Abernathy, Bob 
Cummins and Mike Sugden. 
How they line-up 
Bowling Green 
T - Jack Williams. 6-4. 238- 
pound senior 
E — Steve Seibert, 6-1. 200- 
pound senior 
E — Tim Ross. 6-5,205-pound 
freshman 
MG - Jim Mitolo, 5-10. 199- 
pound Junior 
LB — Mike Callesen, 6-0,213- 
pound sophomore 
IJJ - Joe Guyer, 6-1, 203- 
pound Junior 
B - Greg Kampe, 5-9, 176- 
pound senior 
B - Dirk Abernathy. M. 190- 
pound Junior 
B — Bob Cummins, 6-1, 197- 
pound Junior 
B — Mike Sugden, 6-0. 180- 
pound sophomore 
Offensive Probables 
C - Joe Studer, M, 219- 
pound junior 
G - Kip Kane, M, 222-pound 
Junior 
G - Doug Smith, 6-4, 242- 
pound senior 
T — Mark Wichman, 6-3,235- 
pound senior 
T - Mike Obrovac, 6-6, 251- 
pound senior 
TE — Tom Saleet, 6-2, 203- 
pound senior 
SE - Dave Dudley, 54.1(5- 
pound senior 
QB - Mark Miller. 6-2, 185- 
pound junior 
TB — Steve Holovacs, 5-9, 
194-pound junior 
FB - Dan Saleet, 6-2, 224- 
pound senior 
II. — Jeff Grow, 5-10, 178- 
pound Junior 
Defensive Probables 
T — Alex Prosak, 6-3, 237- 
pound senior 
TOM BOSKEY 
...another "Rocky" 
TOM RANDALL 
...6-6 defensive tackle 
MAC football 
Games Tomorrow 
League 
Ball Stale At Kent State 
Central Michigan at Ohio 
Northern Illinois at Western Michigan 
Non-Conference 
Iowa State at BOWLING GREEN, 1:30 p.m.. Perry 
Field 
McNeese State at Eastern Michigan 
Miami at Indiana 
Toledo at Marshall 
Iowa State's defense 
is tough 
If your duty is moving football on the Iowa State defense, 
you'd better say "excuse me" for starters. And even that 
might not be enough. 
The Cyclone—on an average—allow eight first downs and 
103 yards rushing a game. Like statistics? Iowa State's 
defense has plenty. 
KEEP DM MIND, these are per game quotas: 
-10 points. 
-220 yards total offense. 
-14 touchdowns. 
-0 extra-point conversions. 
Those stats were achieved by playing tough teams. Far 
from the Mickey Mouse division. Iowa is one of the most 
improved teams in the Big Ten. Wichita State is no slouch 
either. 
AND ALTHOUGH Iowa State is not the favorite to the win 
the Big Eight this year, it's defense will certainly give the top 
three contenders-Oklahoma. Oklahoma State and Colorado- 
fits. You can count on it. 
Mike Stensrud and Tom Randall will trample onto Perry 
Field at 6-4, 265-pounds and 6-6. 251-pounds. Many grid ex- 
perts feel that this defensive tackle combination is one of the 
best in the nation. 
Linebacker Tom Boskey (6-1, 211-pounds) is said to be the 
best in the Big Eight. That's saying a lot. Even more, his 
teammates call him "Rocky" after Sylvester Stallone's 
movie. 
Boskey's favorite line isn't "stick 'em. guys." Instead, the 
junior captain says "Hey Pauly. this place stinks. Why don't 
ya move with me." 
If you saw "Rocky" (the movie, that is), Boskey might be 
reason enough for the Falcon offense to get a bit edgy. 
WIOT-STEREO 
^CDS M>CH» Sfca&Sexa 
Iowa State 
Offensive Probables 
QB — John Uuinii. 6-0. 170- 
pound freshman 
TB — Dexter Green, 5-9,162- 
pound junior 
FB - Cal Cummins. 5-11, 
185-pound senior 
SB — John Solomon, 5-9.177- 
pound senior 
Defensive Probables 
T - Mike Stensrud. 6-4, 265- 
pound junior 
T — Tom Randall. 64. 251- 
pound senior 
E - Rick White,  6-1, 200- 
pound Junior 
E — Cralg Volkens, 6-2, 212- 
pound senior 
N — Ron McFarland, 6-1, 
256-pound senior 
LB — Tom Boskey. 6-1. 211 
pound Junior 
IJJ - Mark Settle. 6-3. 216- 
pound junior 
B — Tom Pertirone. 5-10, 
183-pound junior 
B - Kevin Hart. 5-11. 180- 
pound senior 
B - Mike (lemons, 6-1. 184- 
pound junior 
B — Mike Schwartz, 6-0.172- 
pound sophomore 
Birds of a feather 
mt from page 12 mi 
BELTED KINGFLSHER- 
Tends to slur words by end of first quarter and looks at game 
through fojiiicd vision...not only doesn't know what game is 
going on, but doesn't know what city he's in...has been found 
lying in the aisle the day after games. 
PASSENGER PIGEON- 
Agreed to bring five friends to the gaiiic.had to pay for 
parking...pigeon. 
BIG BUSINESS GO I J»FINCH- 
Attends the games to see how his boys are doing...supplied 
athletic department with 15 cars for incoming freshman, has 
given jobs each summer, at $330 a week, to 22 lettermen and 
is not averse to slipping a crisp $20 into the quarterback's 
hands after every good Saturday afternoon...smokes a big 
cigar, sits on the 50 and is allowed to call the school president 
by hi.s first name.When the NCAA calls, he says he's just 
another fan of the team i"What violation?"i...Quit school 
after the third grade, but has adopted the university and will 
donate a new wing (not hi.s own wing) for the jock dorm next 
year, named for him. 
CHEER-I FADING V. 1111'l'()()H HI II s 
Can be spotted in a white sweater with megaphone and school 
letter on the front.. can do flips, handstands and pyramids.. 
.always clapping hands and going "What do we want? Touch- 
down". . And nobody pays any attention.. .Usually found in 
AT LEAST 104 REASONS TO BE GLAD YOU'RE GOING TO SCHOOL 
IN NORTHWESTERN OHIO 
electric light orchestra boston wings fleetood mac dooble brothers beach 
boys Chicago stevle wonder heart who peter frampton yes styx elvin bishop 
war burton > uminings foreigner bob seger eagles pink floyd billy Joel doors 
crosby stills nash and linds ronstadt edgar winter group dave mason beatles 
Jiml fiemli ix hall and oates queen loec lynyrd skynyrd aerosmlth boz scaggs 
rolling stones gino vanelli led zeppelin steely clan jethro lull kinks steve 
miller band early slmon genesis elton John outlaws James gang moody blues 
kansas Jefferson starship bad company gary wrlght jonl mltchell animals 
traffic yardbirds bruce Springsteen cat Stevens Orleans allman brothers blue 
oyster cutt dan fogelberg amerlca davld bowle Jackson brown alice cooper 
deep purple spirit ted nugent george harrison reo speedwagon leon russell 
janls joplln pure prarie league grand funk seals and crafts manfred inann 
zombies guess who carole king marshall tucker band James taylor a top 
poco todd rundgren simon and garfunkel byrds procul harum youngbloods 
supertramp ten years after johnny winter rod Stewart mountain rascals lov 
reed santana mott the hoople nazareth logglns and messina eric clapton 
climax blues band van morrlson grateful dead. 
HOMECOMING 
Committees needed! 
Sign up in 405 Student Services 
for any of the following committees:1 
Float • Awards * Publicity 
Parade* Election 
All are welcomed and encouraged 
to participate!      Get involved!! 
groups of eight, four of each sex, and checking to see that 
their hair hasn't been messed up. . Stand in front of crowd 
until crowd keeps saying sit down.. The head cheer-leading 
wippoorwill is still another species. . .won't go out with you 
unless you have a Mercedes. . wears a corsage and says 
Peachy Keen and doesn't kiss on the first football date. . 
wants to be Miss America. 
YELLOW-SHAFTED FLICKER- 
Comes to game alone.. got stood up for a date, as usual, but 
too frightened to curse the girl out for breaking it. 
PURPLE MARTIN- 
Strange-eolorcd Astin Martin. 
PARENTAL CAN ARIES- 
Always singing about their son playing third-string defensive 
tackle. . .proud birds. . ."We raised him from birth." they 
sing to everyone around. . .Personally met the coach. . 
.Athletic department considers them MBATROSSES. 
COMMON ALUMNI LOONS- 
The majority of the birds found at football games . .they 
come out of trees every weekend and support THEIR team.. 
.back in '56 when they were in school, the team beat State, 
but hasn't won since.. "Nothing like the good old days," they 
say. . .get drunk the night before the game and tell old 
fraternity jokes. . .sit in the parking lot the morning of the 
game and drink bloody mary and eat tuna fish sandwiches 
and chicken legs.. .give $25 each year to the athletic program 
and are sure to remind the ticket manager that when they are 
looking for better seats. . .can be found in extremely niass 
numbers at the mating time of the year called 
"Homecoming." 
CROWS- 
Sit in the end zone. . .only ones who attend the University. . 
.more interested in psych and sociology.. .jeans and T-shirts 
the normal dress. . .could care less. . .want activities fees 
spent for more lectures, less football scholarships, 
.generally turn into boo birds, but eventually will become 
COMMON ALUMNI LOONS. 
They're all birds of a feather on Saturday afternoons. 
NOW HIRING WAITRESSES AND WAITERS, 
MUST BE 21. FULL OR PART-TIME. 
ALSO HIRING MISCELLANEOUS HELP, - MUST BE 18. 
APPLY ANY EVENING: 
DIXIE ELECTRIC CO. 
LOCATED ON U.S. 
25 25481 Dixie Highway 
Pcrrysburg. Ohio 43551 
419-874-8649 
Bowling Green 
Church < >f ilie Xazarcne 
im ro»iii*u'«tf < 
l.»   -.■•ll«   OKIO'MM 
BOX 466 -—— 
BGSU Students are welcome at the 
"Church of the Naiarene" 
SERVICE SCHEDULE: 
Sunday: 10:00 a.m. 
11 0Oa.ro 
7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday: "MPWN RIBLE STUDY" 
7:00 p.m. 
FREE BUS TRANSPORTATION 
By calling 353-4392 
or 352-2289 
Carry Out 
Cain's Potato Chips 
16°* Bag 
Reg. 1.39for QQt 
OAHIL      O!   J^     O*!^* Cold Beer-Wine-Champagne 
OOUIll     OlQG    OlX Coke-Spr/te-Tab-Fresco 
OPEN 9am -11 pm Weekdays & Sunday         737S.Main ,piol[1i**,-$1.1.9 
9 am -12 pm Friday & Saturday                  352-8639 plus deposit 
